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Chapter 0

Summary

Image and video processing play an important role in the development of
technologies for dealing with security issues: surveillance cameras are widely
diffused as means of crime reduction, and image analysis tools are used in the
forensics field. In this thesis two problems are considered: the reconstruction
of documents which have been reduced to a heap of paper strips by a shredder
device and the enhancement of poorly illuminated surveillance videos.
The system architecture we developed for the computer-based re-assembly
of shredded documents includes as a first step the acquisition of the strips with
a scanner. After a pre-processing step, each strip is represented by a digital
image. A binary mask is then generated, which permits to separate the strip
from the acquisition background. In order to perform the reconstruction, the
visual content of the strips must be properly coded, while the piece shape,
commonly used for jigsaw puzzle or works of art fragments reconstruction,
does not provide the necessary information. After a first attempt of describing
the visual content by the MPEG-7 features, we resorted to domain-specific
features. We recognized the following features as relevant for representing the
strip visual content: line spacing, font type, number of lines of text, position of
the first line of text, position of the last line of text, which are expedient when
the original document contains printed text; squared paper index, useful in
the case of notebook paper; presence of a marker, ink color, paper color, text
edge energy, strip border, useful in both cases of handwritten and printed
text. We developed the algorithms that automatically extract each one of
those features from the strip digital image. The algorithms are specifically
designed for taking into account the shredded strips peculiarities.
On the base of the features, strips can be grouped in such a way that
the strips belonging to the same page in the original documents are assigned
to the same group and there are ideally as many groups as many the pages
5
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were. A hierarchical clustering algorithm has been used for this aim. The
number of groups to be found is automatically selected by the algorithm in a
proper interval provided by the user. The clustering is effective in improving
the performance of a computer-aided reconstruction. Moreover, the computer
computational time for the on-line interaction with the human operator is reduced by clustering. The computer-aided reconstruction is modelled as an
image retrieval task: the user selects one strip, and the ones most similar to
it are retrieved (ordered by decreasing similarity measure) and shown on the
monitor. Among them, the user recognizes the correctly matching strips and
virtually glues them. The process is repeated iteratively until the reconstruction has been accomplished.
In a fully automatic reconstruction scenario, the correctly matching strips
have to be automatically detected by the computer. The information contained in the strip borders, along which the matching is performed, is exploited, namely the grey-level pixel appearance on the right (or left) strip
border is used. The problem is modelled as a combinatorial optimization
problem, and its NP-Completeness is demonstrated. Since it is NP-Complete,
suboptimal algorithms must be devised for its solution. First, a local matching algorithm is proposed: given a piece, the correctly matching one on its
right is the one whose left border is the most similar to the given strip right
border. Errors may occur, since the border is noisy due both to the shredding and the digitalization processes. A global solution is thus explored, and
the problem is modelled as an Assignment Problem: each left border must be
assigned a right border, in such a way that the overall similarity is maximized.
In conclusion, the original contributions developed in this thesis concerning the shredded document reconstruction problem are the following:
1. the problem characterization;
2. the design of a number of numerical low level features describing the
strip visual content; the features are automatically extracted by the
computer;
3. the definition of an algorithm for grouping the strips belonging to a
same page;
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4. the modelling of the problem as a combinatorial optimization problem
and the definition of polynomial sub-optimal algorithms for its automatic solution.
The second problem which has been studied during this PhD is the enhancement of poorly or non-uniformly illuminated images and videos. Both
low dynamics and high dynamics images have been considered. In the latter,
the enhancement is combined with a dynamics reduction, as explained below.
High dynamics images are images that span a large range of luminosity. The
Human Visual System has a high dynamics behavior: when looking towards a
window from indoor we are able to distinguish both the internal and external
details. Common acquisition devices lack this capability, and the resulting
pictures could be saturated to white in the outdoor part or too dark in the indoor part. Techniques for the acquisition of high dynamics images exist. They
consist in combining several pictures of the same scene taken with different
exposure settings, or in using high dynamics sensors, such as the logarithmic CMOS sensor or the linear-logarithmic CMOS sensor. However, common
display devices have a low dynamics and a dynamics reduction needs to be
performed for visualization. The algorithm for dynamics reduction that has
been considered in this thesis is the Locally Adaptive dynamics Reduction
algorithm (LARx family). With respect to the existing literature, it has the
advantage of being computationally light and thus suitable for real-time applications such as video surveillance and vehicle driving assistance. Like many
other image enhancement algorithms, the LAR algorithm is based on the
Retinex theory that states that when we observe an object, the image formed
in our eye is the product of the illumination and of the object reflectance.
It is the illumination that can present high dynamics, while the reflectance
corresponds to the object details and has low dynamics. Therefore, for enhancing the images it suffices to compress the dynamics of the illumination,
while keeping unchanged or enhancing the reflectance. The separation of the
image into reflectance and illumination is however an ill-posed problem, and
various solutions have been proposed in the literature. The LAR algorithms
estimate the illumination using an edge-preserving smoothing filter. Their
implementation by a Recursive Rational Filter results in a computationally
light operator.

8
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In surveillance, the problem to be solved is the acquisition under low luminosity. The LAR algorithm for video sequences (LARS) has been optimized
for this application, where the number of algorithm parameters to be set by
the non-expert user should be small, and a real-time processing may be necessary. Due to the fact that cameras are quite noisy at low luminosity, and the
noise becomes even more visible after the enhancement process, we developed
a different version of the algorithm to handle this problem.
In vehicle driving assistance, a high dynamics camera may be mounted on
the vehicle rear mirror. The high dynamics sensor is particularly suitable for
this application because the illumination could change very suddenly while the
car is moving, for example when entering a tunnel or in case of direct sunlight.
With the idea in mind of processing the videos directly on the camera, a lowcost hardware implementation of the LARS algorithm has been developed.
It is tailored to FPGAs. Moreover, the temporal consistency has been taken
into careful consideration to avoid annoying flickers.
Though many algorithms for dynamics reduction exist in the literature,
the problem of objectively assessing their performance is still unsolved. Usually, a subjective qualitative evaluation is performed, strongly relating the
algorithm performance to the personal observer taste. We developed two
novel quality measure algorithms, namely the tool based on the co-occurrence
matrix and the local contrast measure. Both take as a reference the high
dynamics image and regard as good the algorithms whose output is a low
dynamics image with similar characteristics. The co-occurrence matrix tool
describes the spatial distribution of high and low dynamics images by means
of a visual representation as well as of a number of numerical features. The
second measure we developed focuses on the local contrast feature. Based
on the local contrast, noise, details and homogeneous parts can be separated.
An algorithm which is able in particular to enhance the details part is considered to perform well according to this measure. A third methodology for
assessing the enhancement algorithm performance is to setup an experimental
environment where the luminosity can be varied. The same scene can then
be acquired with good luminosity (reference images) or under poor lighting
conditions (images to be processed by the algorithms). In this case a good
algorithm, given the badly illuminated images, would output images with a
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low distance from the reference image.
To summarize, the main original contributions of this thesis in the field of
image and video enhancement are the following:
1. the LARS algorithm has been improved for surveillance and vehicle
driving assistance applications (and an FPGA implementation has been
proposed);
2. three novel objective quality measures to assess the performance of dynamics reduction algorithms have been developed.

Part I

Shredded document
reconstruction

11

Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent history shows that the reconstruction of documents which have been
cut into narrow strips by a shredder device is actually feasible. In spite of this,
the shredder is still a very common way of destroying sensitive documents and
forensic analysts often face the problem of their re-assembly. The re-assembly
problem is defined in Sec. 1.2. By hand reconstruction is however a very long
and tedious process. A system for the automatic or semi-automatic reconstruction of shredded documents by means of image processing techniques [1]
is introduced in Sec. 1.3. The scientific literature on this subject is rather
poor, as explained in Sec. 1.4.

1.1

Motivation

Figure 1.1: Shredded paper.

A common way for destroying sensitive paper documents is to feed them
into a paper shredder device. An example of some sheets appearance after
shredding is shown in Fig. 1.1. Is this a safe method of destroying them?
13
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There are some examples [2] in the recent history which suggest that those
methodologies are not at all efficient in discarding the information herein
contained:
• In 1979 during the takeover of the United States Embassy in Tehran,
strip-cut shredded documents were found by the Iranian captors. The
document were reconstructed by hand and copies were sold in the streets.
• Sensitive documents belonging to the East Germany secret police, the
Stasi, were torn by hand in the last days before the East German Government fall in 1989. 16, 000 bags have been found, and for only a few
of them a re-assembly by hand has been attempted.
• During the Enron collapse at the end of 2001 in USA, strip-cut shredded
document were found, re-assembled, and used as evidence by the police.
The current official procedures for destroying sensitive data in USA include
pulping, pulverizing, chemically decomposing, and burning. Moreover, new
shredder devices have been appearing in addition to strip-cut shredders: crosscut and confetti. The cross-cut shredder cuts both in the horizontal and
in the vertical directions, while the confetti shredder outputs even smaller
fragments. However, the strip-cut shredder is still widely used as a cheap way
of destroying documents.

1.2

Problem definition

Before describing the problem, we define some terms we will use:
• strip (or remnant): one of the parts in which a page is cut by a shredder
device;
• page: a paper sheet; it can be one or double side printed;
• document: a set of pages, with the same writing style;
• to match a strip to another: the process of recognizing two strips as
adjacent in the original page;

1.2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
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• clustering: the process of grouping the strips into sets, each set containing the remnants of one page.
The document reconstruction problem can be described as a jigsaw puzzle
re-assembly problem. With reference to the literature in which the jigsaw
puzzle problem has been either defined [3] [4] or redefined for a particular
application [5], a set of ”puzzle rules” can be determined for the case of
shredded documents. In this case, we must distinguish between the 1-page
rules and the many-pages rules. The re-assembly of a page, given the strips
originally forming that specific page, is a real jigsaw puzzle problem, with the
peculiarity that the strip shape is approximately rectangular and each strip
matches up to two other strips. The many-pages rules concern the complete
reconstruction problem, whose input is a number of intermixed jigsaw puzzles.
Both these problems have an ideal formulation as well as a real, observed, case,
as in [6]. In the ideal case we define the following rules for the 1-page problem:
1. the strip is a connected planar region;
2. the strip contour can be segmented into four sides separated by four
corners;
3. the four sides of the contour represent a rectangle, that has the same
dimensions for all the strips;
4. the set of strips, when properly assembled, fit together forming one
region (page);
5. two strips that match share a common border segment;
6. two corners of two adjacent matching strips coincide when assembled;
7. there are no gaps between correctly matching strips;
8. a strip matches up to two other strips;
9. the match occurs only along the two longer sides of the contour;
10. the solution to the problem is unique;

16
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11. frame strips exist, i.e. strips originating from the left and right margins
of each page;
12. each strip, except the frame strips, has a left and a right matching
border; the left one matches a right border and the right one matches
the left border of another strip.
Not all these hypotheses are verified in the real case. The shape and
contour appearance of real shredded document strips has been accurately
described in [7]. Based on this work and on our observations we can state
that:
1. the strips are not exactly rectangular;
2. not all the strips have the same shape;
3. two of the strip sides (the short ones) are flat, while the other two (the
long ones) are approximately flat or present a slight curvature [7] [8];
4. the contour is slightly ripped when shredded;
5. small gaps can exist between correctly matching strips, due to the fact
that the contour is slightly ripped;
6. some strips have an irregular shape, due to the fact that a jamming may
occur and the shredding is performed in two or more steps;
7. the left and right borders of a strip cannot be unambiguously determined
because the strip can be reversed.
In Figure 1.2 an example of some strips is shown.
Concerning the rules for the many-pages puzzle, the pages are not connected regions. The number of strips per page is a constant, n, in the ideal
case and it is usually between 30 and 40 for an A4 or letter-size sheet. The
sheet size of the destroyed pages may not be the same for all the documents,
and strips may be missing. In this case the number nj of strips per page
depends on the j-th page considered.

1.2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Figure 1.2: Sample strips after the acquisition with a scanner.
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1.2.1

Strip visual content

In order to understand the characteristics of the strips, we first need to analyze
the general content appearance of office documents. Office documents have
these characteristics:
• paper documents
• double-sided or one-sided
• color or black-and-white
• containing text and/or graphics
• in the case of text: printed and/or written by hand
• in the case of printed text: with a laser / ink / needle printer
• in the case of text: with vertical / horizontal / diagonal orientation with
respect to the strip orientation
• in the case of printed text: with different font sizes and types.
The characterization of the piece content is not trivial for the following
reasons:
1. the strips are further manipulated for disposal, and can be torn or folded;
2. there are blank strips (on the border of a page) with no valuable information; in [8] they are estimated to be 20% of the total;
3. the shredder cutting direction can be either horizontal or vertical with
respect to the page text direction.
An example of strips of shredded notebook paper is shown in Figure 1.3.
There are a few basic differences between the text characteristics in the
case of printed text and handwritten text. One must take these differences into
careful consideration when designing the numerical features which describe
the strip visual content (chapter 2). In case of printed text the following
conditions occur:

1.2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
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Figure 1.3: Notebook strips with handwritten text.

• the paper used is usually white, and different documents are printed on
the same kind of paper in terms of size and of pulp type
• the text direction is uniform
• pages belonging to the same document are likely to have the same document layout (top and bottom margins, font type and size)
On the contrary, notebook paper has usually the following distinctive features:
• various types of notebook paper exist, which differ in terms of thickness,
color, texture characteristics
• various color inks are likely to be used
• different writers produce different handwriting styles
• squared paper or lined paper can be used.

20
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Moreover, our observations show that shredded notebook strips are likely
to have various sizes. This happens for two reasons: the first one is that
common notebooks have both standard (e.g. A4 and A5) and non-standard
sizes, the second one is that, in the case of notebook paper with low thickness,
a jamming in the shredded machine is likely to occur, producing irregular or
torn strips.

1.3

General system architecture

Figure 1.4: General system architecture block diagram.

The general system architecture for the (semi-)automatic reconstruction
of shredded documents [9] is shown in Figure 1.4. First, all the strips are digitized, preprocessed and their corresponding digital images are stored. Then,
features are extracted from each strip describing its content. The matching among the strips is done according to the feature values. A virtual or
computer-aided reconstruction is eventually performed.
In general, the system can be intended either as a support for a human
operator performing a computer-aided reconstruction or as a fully automatic
virtual reconstruction system. In the first case, the processing done by the
computer can be divided in an off-line part and an on-line part. While the
off-line part can be computationally expensive, the on-line part, which has
the aim of giving information to the human operator about which pieces are

1.3. GENERAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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likely to match, should have a good real-time performance. A solution for the
computer-aided reconstruction is introduced in Ch. 3. In the second case, the
fully automatic reconstruction, time is not a concern (as long as a solution
is reached), since the whole process is done off-line. Tools for the automatic
reconstruction are introduced in Ch. 4.
In the following paragraphs, the different system modules are described in
detail.

Acquisition module
First of all, the strips are acquired by a scanner. A suitable background color
must be chosen in order to make the process of strip-background segmentation
easier. More than one strip is acquired at once, taking care that the strips do
not overlap. See Fig. 1.5 for an example.
If the system final goal is to reconstruct the original documents by hand,
then attention has to be paid to keeping the correspondence between the
real strips and the images obtained from the acquisition. In general, the
documents to be reconstructed can be duplex printed. In that case, both the
front and the back face of the strips are acquired. We suppose that the order
in which the strips are positioned in the scanner for the back face acquisition
is the reverse order of the one for the front face acquisition.

Image Preprocessing Module
A preprocessing of the images which have been acquired by the scanner is
necessary to eliminate some noise of the acquisition process (that in particular
occurs on the strip border, due also to the fact that the strips are slightly
ripped when shredded, as explained in Sec. 1.2), to segment the strips from
the background and to divide the strips in different files (one file for each
strip). After this step we have a database of images, each image containing a
single strip.
First, the background must be described in terms of its color in the R, G, B
color space. In the acquired image, the background BG is the set of pixels p
whose red, green and blue colors lie in a suitable set rBG , gBG , bBG of intervals:
BG = {p : rp ∈ rBG , gp ∈ gBG , bp ∈ bBG }

(1.1)

22
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.5: (a) Sample remnants of two different documents after the acquisition with a scanner. (b) A data set remnant image and its correspondent
image mask.
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Since the background used for the acquisition is supposed to be the same
for all the data set, the rBG , gBG , bBG intervals are set at the beginning of
the preprocessing step, and are valid for all the acquired images. A mask is
then created, in which the pixels belonging to the background BG are black,
and the other pixels are white. In order to get rid of the noise due to the
acquisition process, the morphological operators close and open are used in
sequence. The filter masks used for the two operators are rectangular, because
this shape better represents the typical strip shape. In the case of irregular
strip shape produced during the shredding process, as explained above, a more
suitable mask shape is adopted for the morphological filter.
The second step of the Preprocessing Module takes as input the original
acquired image (for example the one in Figure 1.5) and the mask indicating
where the strips are positioned in the image. According to this mask, an 8neighborhood connected white area corresponds to a strip. Single strip images
are thus created on the base of these white areas by an automatic process, that
works in the following way: each time an 8-neighborhood connected white area
is found, the rectangular area with vertexes (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), (x3 , y3 ), (x4 , y4 )
is selected both in the original acquired image and in the mask image. Being
xmin and xmax the smallest and the biggest value of the x coordinates of
the pixels belonging to the area, and ymin and ymax the smallest and biggest
values of the y coordinates, the vertexes are the following:
(x1 , y1 ) = (xmin , ymin )
(x2 , y2 ) = (xmax , ymin )
(x3 , y3 ) = (xmax , ymax )
(x4 , y4 ) = (xmin , ymax )

(1.2)

The two rectangular areas with vertices as in Eq. 1.2, one containing the strip
and the other its corresponding mask, are saved and stored in the remnants
database. The mask image has the aim of indicating the exact region covered
by the strip in the single strip image for further processing. An example of a
strip image and its corresponding mask is shown in Figure 1.5.
The names of the strip image files should allow for an easy localization of
the strip in the original acquired image, in the case the final reconstruction
is done by hand with the help of the information provided by the computer.
For this reason, the strips belonging to the same acquired image are stored

24
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with a filename containing the name of the acquired image and a number
indicating their position in the original image. The strips are automatically
numbered from left to right (for recto) and from right to left (for verso), in
order to identify with the same number the two faces of the same strip. The
set of images created in this way constitutes the data set of strip images. In
the successive steps features will be extracted for each strip image in order
to describe its content, and the clustering and matching on the base of these
features will be accomplished.

Feature Extraction Module
For each remnant image, the features describing its content and its characteristics are extracted. The features are represented by numerical values.
Features can be of different kinds, for example describing color information
or information about the amount of text in the remnant. We will assume the
total number of features to be equal to M , and the number of remnants in
the database to be equal to N . The values assumed by the j − th feature,
with j = 1, . . . , M , evaluated for the i − th remnant image, with i = 1, . . . , N ,
will be denoted by fj (i). Note that fj (i) can be a scalar value as well as a
numerical array. A feature, calculated for the whole image set, will assume
the following values: Fj = {fj (1), fj (2), . . . , fj (N )}.
The features can be those commonly used for describing image content
in content-based image retrieval domain, as well as features suitable to the
specific case of shredded remnants. Since the most of the documents destroyed
by a shredder involve some textual information, domain-specific features are
used to extract information about the formatting of the text and the text
itself. The features will be described in more detail in Ch. 2.

Remnants Clustering and Matching Module
This Module is not compulsory, but it is requirable in the case of a very large
remnant database. The aim of the Clustering Module is to divide the remnant
data set into smaller sets, in such a way that the successive process of matching
is made easier. After the clustering, the exhaustive search is conducted within
sets with a low number of elements, instead of among all the elements of the
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data set. The data set division process uses the information extracted by the
features and tries to find similarities in the data.
We make the hypothesis to know the number of strips in which a paper
sheet is destroyed by the shredder, and we denote it as P . For typical office
documents, this implies to know the size of the paper, which is usually A4 or
letter. A page, Ri , is thus a set of P ordered remnants. Given the number of
remnants, N , the number of pages Ri is Q = N/P .
The clustering process is useful in particular in computer-aided reconstruction. The techniques will be analyzed in more detail in Ch. 3.
The matching process is done within the subsets obtained in the previous
step or within the whole dataset if the clustering is not performed (fully
automatic reconstruction). At this point an exhaustive search is conducted
in order to find the contiguous strips belonging to the same document. The
output of the matching process is an ordering of the strips. If the matching
is perfect, the ordered strips correspond exactly to the original page. On the
base of the found ordered pages, the virtual or physical reconstruction of the
document is performed, as described in the next paragraph.
In the computer-aided reconstruction described in Ch. 3 the matching is
done by hand by the human operator with the help of the computer. In Ch.
4 an automatic matching strategy is introduced.

Document virtual reconstruction
Once the strips belonging to the same document have been grouped together
and ordered, algorithms are used to virtually reconstruct the original document. To evaluate the affine transformation of the strips, cross-correlation
algorithms can be used, similarly to [10].

1.4

State of the art

In the scientific literature only a few works examine the recovery of shredded
documents.
In the contribution of Brassil [7], the appearance of the shredded remnants
has been described. However, the work does not concern the reconstruction
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from the shredded remnants but it analyzes the possibility of recognizing the
used shredder device on the base of the profile of the cut.
The work of De Smet et al. [8] deals with the reconstruction of shredded
printed documents: first, the blank strips are automatically identified and
removed, then for each strip the similarity to the other (N − 1) strips is calculated using three different features in sequence, in such a way to successively
reduce the search space. The first feature is related to the positions of the
top and bottom margins of text contained in the strips: only the strips with
similar margin feature values (a threshold is defined) are retained. Then the
position of the lines of text is extracted and the first 10% of the most similar
strips are retained (with a minimum of 10 strips). Finally, the RGB color on
the strip border is compared using the Euclidean distance (either in a 1-pixel
width or averaging in a 3 × 3 or 5 × 5 neighborhood). The most similar strip is
virtually glued to the starting one and the process is supposed to be iterated
until the page is reconstructed.
Although the literature is poor in the specific field of shredded document
reconstruction, related fields exist. These are the jigsaw puzzle assembly and
the reconstruction from fragments of works of art. Computer vision methods
for the solution of jigsaw puzzles have been proposed since 1963 [3]. Recently,
jigsaw puzzle approaches have been adopted in the field of archaeology and
art conservation, for the computer-aided reconstruction of two- and threedimensional fragmented objects [5] [6] [11]. Most of the solutions proposed
for the assembly of jigsaw puzzles define a model for the piece contour and
perform the matching based on the contour shape [3] [5] [6] [11] [12] [13] [14]
[15]. In some works this problem is called ”apictorial jigsaw puzzle”. Moreover, there are some papers which address the problem of reconstruction of
documents which have been torn by hand. [16, 17]. The problem is very
similar to the 2D assembly of works of art, because the pieces shape is irregular. Finally, the works of Memon and Pal [18] and Shanmugasundaram and
Memon [19] deal with the problem of reassembling fragmented computer files,
containing respectively images [18] or text [19].
In the case of shredded document reconstruction, where all the puzzle
pieces have approximately the same, rectangular, shape, the contour shape
does not provide the necessary information for the matching. A matching
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based on the content of the piece should thus be investigated. Color information, together with contour shape information, is used in [4] [20] to improve
the automatic puzzle solver. Toyama et al. [21] study the problem of reconstructing jigsaw puzzles with rectangular pieces looking at the black and
white sequence along the contour of each piece. Sagiroglu and Ercil [22]
proposed a reconstruction of 2D fragments based on inpainting and texture
synthesis techniques: these techniques are used for guessing the possible continuation to a piece border, and the piece that has the highest correlation
to the guessed continuation is selected to continue building the puzzle. In
Shanmugasundaram and Memon [19] the feature for determining the similarity among fragmented file pieces is exactly the pixel content. The problem is
very similar to the shredded document reconstruction: in the latter the visual
content information on the border of the strip (instead of at the end of the
fragment of the file) should be analyzed to find the matches, and pieces of different pages (instead of files) are mixed. However, in the shredded document
reconstruction the problem is complicated by the fact that noise is introduced
on the strip border by the digitalization or by the shredder device itself.
Some of the papers on jigsaw puzzles propose an assembly strategy that
does not necessarily depend on the specific features used. Altman [12] proved
that the jigsaw puzzle problem is NP-Complete in the strong sense, thus
approximate algorithms for the solution must be devised. In many algorithms
in the literature [5, 12, 8] the strategy for matching is to take one piece among
the N pieces, to calculate its distance to the other (N −1) pieces, and to assign
it to the piece with the smaller distance, and so on for all the pieces until the
puzzle has been completely re-assembled. This is, for example, the strategy
used by De Smet et al. [8] and described above. The algorithms differs in
the way the distance is calculated. In some cases [5, 8] a multiscale method
is adopted in order to speed up the distance computation, in such a way
that only pieces which are similar at a coarse scale are then compared using
a more precise, and more computational costly, measure. Such a strategy
works well under the hypothesis that the pieces are sufficiently unique, as
observed by Altman [12], or if the reconstruction is interactive and there is
a human operator who gives feedbacks to the system [5]. Wolfson and al.
[23] [15] distinguish between a local matching and a global one. The local
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matching is used for determining the similarity between two pieces and it
follows the strategy described above, while the global matching has the aim
of obtaining a global solution on the base of local similarities values computed
in the local stage. Wolfson et al. recognize the importance of performing the
global matching because some noise could be introduced by the digitalization
step (the pieces are photographed) and it could yield to errors if the pieces
are matched only on the base of local similarities. In more detail, for the
global matching stage they first assemble the frame pieces, and they model
this problem as an asymmetric Travelling Salesman Problem or TSP (solved
by an heuristic based on the fact that the the TSP can be solved as an
Assignment Problem if some conditions occur). Then the interior pieces are
assembled using a greedy algorithm with backtracking and branch and bound.
The reconstruction is not fully automatic, but a robot performs a refinement
step and gives feedback to the computer program about the correctness of the
solution. The frame pieces assembly is very similar to the shredded document
reconstruction, because in both cases the matching has to be conducted along
two of the four sides of the piece (see Ch. 4). Following the same idea of global
and local matching, Goldberg et al. [14] improved the Wolfson algorithm by
adding a highest confidence first technique for removing the need of branch
and bound and backtracking in the assembly of the inner pieces. They use
the same method for the frame assembly, under the hypothesis that no more
than two errors are made. In this way they solved a 200 pieces puzzle. De
Bock [24] uses a highest confidence first algorithm also for the matching of
the frame, in addition to the internal pieces.
In the papers concerning fragmented file reconstruction, the assembly
starts from the first fragment, which is identified by the presence of the header,
and then it is accomplished by an heuristic for the maximum weight Hamiltonian path in a complete graph in [19] or by a greedy algorithm in [18].
The problem of assembling more than one puzzle at once (as it is the case
of shredded document reconstruction of many pages whose strips have been
mixed) is considered by some authors, in particular the ones involving works
of art reconstruction. Leitao et al. [6] present experiments on 5 puzzle pieces,
using a local matching strategy. The same happens in Papaodysseus et al. [5],
but also in this case the matching is local, with user interaction. As mentioned
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above Wolfson et al. [23] present results on two intermixed puzzles, but the
assembly strategy they use does not differ from the one-puzzle one. The
largest dataset reconstructed by Memon and Pal [18] contained 24 images
and 264 fragments. In this case the assembly strategy for the intermixed
puzzle starts from the first fragment of each file (identified by the header) and
reconstructs the N (with N known from the total number of pieces containing
the header) puzzles in parallel or in sequence. In conclusion, none of these
authors tackle the problem of intermixed puzzle with a strategy which differs
significantly from the one-puzzle solution.
Two solution approaches to the shredded document reconstruction problem are proposed in this Thesis. The first includes a solution for dealing with
the intermixed puzzle problem. A clustering algorithm groups the pieces belonging originally to different pages. The matching is then performed in the
subsets and relies on a local strategy. The global solution is achieved with
the help of a human operator, who iteratively picks up a strip, queries the
database as in an image retrieval task, and chooses the correct matching strips
among the most similar ones (calculated with the local strategy) returned by
the computer. This approach is described in Ch. 3.
The second approach includes a global strategy which does not necessarily
rely on the human operator feedback. The approach is introduced in Ch. 4.
It follows the idea of Wolfson et al [23].

Chapter 2

How to describe the pieces?

In order to decide whether or not two strips were adjacent in the original page,
one looks at their visual content. In this chapter the strip visual content is
described by means of numerical quantities, the features. They are automatically extracted from the strip digital images. Standard features (Sec. 2.1)
showed to be too poor for the strip characterization [25]. A number of novel
features [1, 26], specifically designed for the shredded document problem, are
introduced in Sec. 2.2. Experimental results (Sec. 2.3) on various datasets
show their effectiveness.

2.1

MPEG-7 standard features

The problem of automatically extracting the information regarding the visual content of a generic digital image has been largely studied in the field of
Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). Content-based image retrieval systems are basically search engines for images, in which the search is not accomplished on the base of keywords but on the base of the image visual
appearance. They have been receiving more and more attention in the last
decade [27], because the number of digital images and video archives has considerably increased in several fields, such as medicine, education, advertising,
entertainment, cultural heritage. Moreover, the World Wide Web allows to
access a huge amount of information, including visual information. The methods commonly used in information retrieval, when applied to image retrieval,
require a lot of efforts in generating the textual metadata for describing the
image feature and appearance. The automatic extraction of content-based image features aims to a more efficient and automatic process of retrieval. This
scenario has pushed the definition of a standard for the audio-visual information description. The MPEG-7 standard [28], formally named Multimedia
31
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Content Description Interface, has thus appeared.
In content-based image retrieval, the visual features are usually divided in
three groups:
• color features,
• texture features,
• shape features,
with the addition of some motion features when dealing with video retrieval
systems.
For describing the strip appearance [25] we considered three MPEG-7
color descriptors [29], i.e. Scalable Color, Color Structure, Color Layout,
two MPEG-7 texture descriptors [29], i.e. Edge Histogram and Homogeneous
Texture, and two MPEG-7 shape descriptors [30], i.e. Contour Shape and
Region Shape. They are shortly described below.
Scalable Color It consists of the image histogram in the hue-saturationvalue (HSV) color space, quantized with a nonlinear quantization and encoded
with a Haar Transform.
Color Structure If we use c0 , c1 , c2 , . . . , cM −1 HMMD [29] color space
quantized colors, the color structure histogram is h(m), m = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1,
with each bin representing the number of 8x8-structuring elements in the
image containing at least one pixel with color cm . The structuring element
spatial extent is determined by:
p = max{0, round(0.5log2 W H − 8)}
K = 2p , E = 8K,

(2.1)

where W, H are the image width and height, respectively, E × E is the spatial
extent of the structuring element, K is the sub-sampling factor.
Color Layout It extracts the average color, in the YCrCb color space, of
64 (8 × 8) image blocks, and it encodes this color using a DCT.
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Edge Histogram It describes the spatial distribution of the edges in the
image. Five edges categories are considered: vertical, horizontal, 45 deg., 135
deg., isotropic (nonorientation specific). Three levels of localization (scale)
are considered.
Homogeneous Texture It provides a quantitative description of homogeneous texture regions in the image. It is obtained by filtering the image with
a bank of orientation- and scale-sensitive filters, and computing the mean and
standard deviation of the filtered outputs in the frequency domain.
Contour Shape It describes the contour of a region and it is based on the
curvature scale-space (CSS) description of the contour shape.
Region Shape It consists of the Angular Radial Transformation (ART)
coefficients Fnm ; if f is an image intensity function in polar coordinates and
Vnm is the ART basis function of order n and m:
Fnm =< Vnm (ρ, θ), f (ρ, θ) >
R 2π R 1 ∗
(ρ, θ), f (ρ, θ)ρ dρ dθ.
= 0 0 Vnm

(2.2)

In general, from our experiments (see Sec. 2.3.1) the color descriptors
performed well, shape descriptors were useful only in the case the strips had
a strong curvature (which, depending on the shredder, could be not the usual
case), edge descriptors, designed for rectangular images, did not fit the narrow
image frame of the strips. Indeed, the images of the remnants have a very
small width compared to the height, and the division of the image into 16
sub-images performed by the edge histogram descriptor and organized in a
4 × 4 mesh is not suitable for them. A different edge descriptor that uses
vertically arranged blocks is defined in Sec. 2.2.5.

2.2

Problem-dependent features

The visual appearance of the strips that can be usually found in a reconstruction task has been described in Sec. 1.2.1. On the base of those considerations,
suitable problem-dependent low level features are defined in this section. In
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the literature, as far as we are aware, only De Smet and al. [8] address the
problem of describing the strip visual content by numerical features. De Smet
and al. focus on printed strips, whose appearance is described by the top and
bottom margins (corresponding to our F IRST L and LAST L feature, Sec.
2.2.3), positions of lines of text (similarly to the L feature introduced in Sec.
2.2.3), and border appearance (similarly to the BORDER feature introduced
in Sec. 2.2.8). Our contribution includes some additional features for the
printed text: the line spacing feature introduced in Sec. 2.2.1, the font type
described in Sec. 2.2.2, the number of lines of text, Sec. 2.2.3, the presence
of a marker for highlighting the text, Sec. 2.2.4. Moreover, we also designed
features for describing not only printed text but also handwritten strips: ink
and background color, Sec. 2.2.6, features related to the handwriting style,
Sec. 2.2.5, and a squared paper descriptor, Sec. 2.2.7.
Most of the features are useful for identifying strips which originally were
part of the same page (they are used in Ch. 3 for performing the page grouping). The strip border feature and the positions of lines of text are used in the
final matching step for recovering the original order of the strips in the page.
The positions of lines of text is used in Ch. 3 for the computer-aided reconstruction. The border feature is employed in Ch. 4 for the fully automated
solution based on optimization algorithms.

2.2.1

Line spacing

The line spacing feature LS [1] is a useful feature to recognize when two
or more remnants come from different documents. We developed an algorithm that starts from the the luminance values of the remnant image. The
horizontal projection profile of the strip is calculated. The projection is a
one-dimensional periodic signal, where the period is the line spacing. The
periodicity is extracted using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the
projection. See Figure 2.2 for some examples.
The first major peak detected in the transformed domain corresponds to
the fundamental frequency. This is the inverse of the line spacing LS. The
higher harmonics are related to the font type, as explained in the next section.
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Figure 2.1: Strip samples: from left to right, strips 1 and 2 come from the
same page, as 3 and 4, and as 5 and 6.
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Figure 2.2: Magnitude of the DFT of the remnants in Figure 2.1 in [0, π2 ].
The x axis represents the frequency, while the y axis is the DF T amplitude.
From top to bottom: the first two signals have a fundamental frequency of
0.175 rad and the corresponding strips (Fig. 2.1) have single line spacing and
font size 12; the third and the fourth signals have a fundamental frequency of
0.202 rad, the line spacing (Fig. 2.1) is single with font size 10; the last two
signals have fundamental frequency of 0.199 rad, the line spacing (Fig. 2.1)
was single with a font size of 10, as the previous ones, but the font style was
Courier instead of Times New Roman.
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Font type

Like the line spacing, the feature corresponding to the font type is extracted
from the DFT of the horizontal projection profile of the strip. The frequencies
of the higher harmonics is related to the font type, since they characterize the
grey level transitions between a white space and a text line. Our experiments
showed that the feature font type is well described by the harmonics from the
second to the seventh (see Figure 2.2 for some examples).

2.2.3

Document Layout

In our approach, we use four features [1] for describing the document layout
of printed strips: number of lines of text, position of the first line of text,
position of the last line, line positions. The position of the first line of text
is usually dependent on the way the text is formatted, thus it gives useful
information in distinguishing different documents, but not different pages of
the same document. The position of the last line of text is important to
find out pages in which a section finishes or to distinguish, as for the first
line, among different text formats. The number of lines of text can be an
important feature if within a page there are some paragraph interruptions,
resulting in missing lines in the case the line spacing is more than a single
line, or to distinguish between remnants positioned in the left or in the right
part of the same page. Indeed, for the remnants corresponding to the right
part of a page of text, it is very likely that there are missing lines, because
when there is a new line the text finishes before reaching the right margin of
the page. Thus in contiguous remnants, going from left to right the number
of text lines is likely to decrease.
The problem of finding the positions of text lines has been addressed in
the document layout analysis field [31]. In general, in the shredded remnant
case, the problem is more difficult, because not the whole line but just some
characters of a line are present. Moreover, the strips can be torn or folded
after disposal, and therefore the white space between one line and the next
can be very noisy. These are the reasons why the methodology for extracting
line positions proposed in [31] can hardly be applied to the shredded remnant
case.
The algorithm we propose for the extraction of the line positions relies
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on the previous estimation of the line spacing (Section 2.2.1). Since the line
spacing has been estimated taking into account the information of the whole
remnant and not just of two successive lines, we expect this method to be
robust to the strip noise.
To obtain the line positions, an approach similar to the concept of Short
Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is used. A sinusoidal wave with frequency
equal to the line spacing LS and length equal to a period is built. The wave
is intended to model the appearance of one line of text preceded by a white
line. Defining f0 = 1/LS, the wave equation is:
(
sin(2πf0 t) if 0 < t < 2π
w(t) =
0 otherwise.
A signal v(x) is obtained for the whole horizontal projection profile p(x),
by calculating for each x the correlation between the sinusoidal wave and the
vertical projection:
X
v(x) =
w(t − x) p(t).
(2.3)
A threshold is then applied to v(x), in such a way to consider only the
high positive peaks (corresponding to the line of text). The threshold value
T h is experimentally determined. In this way, a function vT is derived:
vT (x) =

(
v(x) if v(x) > T h

(2.4)

0 otherwise.

An example of p(x), v(x) and vT (x) is shown in figure 2.3.
The local maxima of vT (x) are extracted and saved in the vector ln . The
positions are coded in a differential way: ln represents the difference in pixels
between the position of the n-th line and the position of the (n − 1)-st line,
where the line number 0 is considered having position equal to 0. The differential coding is used in such a way that the position of the first lines of text
is weighted in the same way as the position of the last ones when computing
the distance measure (as in Ch. 3). Values of ln larger than the line spacing
LS represent the start of a new paragraph. An example is shown in Fig. 2.4.
The output of the algorithm is represented by the array:
L = l 1 , l 2 . . . , lN .

(2.5)
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Figure 2.3: From top to bottom: a strip, its horizontal projection profile p(x)
and v(x).
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Figure 2.4: Line positions L for the strip in Figure 2.3

The array elements li follow this relation:
N
X

li ≤ (height − 1),

(2.6)

i=1

where height is the image height in pixel.
Other features can be extracted from the feature L. These are the following:
• number of lines of text N LIN E
N LIN E = ] L,

(2.7)

where ] represents the cardinality of a set;
• relative position of the first line of text F IRST L
F IRST L =

l1
;
height

• relative position of the last line of text LAST L
PN
li
LAST L = i=1 .
height

(2.8)

(2.9)

N LIN E, F IRST L, LAST L are scalar numbers. LAST L and F IRST L
have values between 0 and 1.
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Figure 2.5: Histogram of the Cb channel of a strip without marker (left) and
one with marker (right).

2.2.4

Presence of a marker

There is the possibility that a text marker has been used on the documents we
are willing to reconstruct. If this is the case, this is a very useful information
to recognize matching remnants.
The marker is identified by an algorithm that looks at the chrominance
histograms of the remnants in the YCbCr color space. If there is no marker,
the Cb and Cr channels present a single-mode histogram, similar to a Gaussian
(see for example Figure 2.5). This is basically the background color, because
the ink amount is usually low and does not affect the histogram appearance.
But if the marker is present, then the histogram is bi-modal, as shown in
Figure 2.5, where two Gaussian shapes can be recognized. The bi-modality is
detected by an index, M A,

M A = |mode(C) − mean(C)|,

(2.10)

where C contains the pixel values of the remnant in either the Cb or Cr
channel, mode(C) is the most frequent value in C, and mean(C) represents
the mean value in the considered color channel. The index has low values,
close to 0, if the histogram is single-modal, and high values if it is bi-modal.
Note that the marker index can also be used in the case of presence of
stains on the paper that are caused by a bad remnant preservation.
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Text Edge Energy

In the case of either printed or handwritten text, the text appearance is
extracted by the edge descriptors. The handwriting style in particular can
have preferred directions of strikes.
Concerning the handwriting style description, the studies done in the fields
of handwriting recognition, writer identification and handwriting classification
can help in choosing suitable features. However, we have to recall that a
remnant usually does not contain entire words, but rather a few characters
for each line of text. This is a very poor information for a good description
of the writing style. Moreover, while in the case of printed text the layout
of the remnants is expected to be quite the same for the remnants which
were adjacent in the original document, it is more difficult to have such a
regular arrangement in the handwritten notebook remnants, especially with
non-squared paper. For this reason, novel descriptors which are able to detect
the general preferential directions of the characters in the handwritten text
need to be devised. General texture descriptors [32], such as the grey level
co-occurrence matrix, the Fourier descriptors, the invariant moments, are not
able to capture the directionality of the writing, since they focus on more
general properties such as coarseness and contrast. The choice goes thus on
edge descriptors.
The descriptor we designed is calculated by applying the Robinson operator in four directions, horizontal (feature HORIZ), vertical (feature V ERT ),
two diagonals (feature DIAGO1 and DIAGO2), and one isotrope (feature
ISOT R), on the gray value strip image. The energy of the edges is evaluated
into sub-blocks as the average of the squared edge values. The sub-blocks
are arranged vertically. For one strip, the overall edge energy in one given
direction is the average of the sub-blocks energy in that direction.

2.2.6

Paper/Ink Color

Color features have mainly the aim of describing the kind of paper and the
color of ink. For the description of the ink color, a segmentation needs to be
performed to divide the textual part from the background. Otsu thresholding
[33] is used for this aim. The ink color is a distinctive feature of the pen or
pencil used for writing.
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There are a number of different color descriptors proposed in the literature [29] [34]. A suitable color descriptor for our problem does not need to
include spatial information of the color distribution, because we just want to
extract the overall paper color and the overall ink color (we suppose the same
pen/pencil has been used on the same page). For this reason, descriptors such
as color layout (Sec. 2.1) are not suitable. General color histograms can be
used. However, the dimensionality of a color histogram feature is too high
for a good classification. Either the MPEG-7 Scalable Color (described in
Sec. 2.1) can be used, where the histogram information is reduced to a small
number of coefficients, or descriptors of the dominant color. Indeed, since the
histogram is representing either the background (paper) or the foreground
(ink), it has approximately one dominant color.
The descriptor we implemented is obtained by defining the paper (ink)
dominant color as the most frequent Y, Cb, Cr values in the paper (ink)
region. The resulting features are called F GY , F GCb, F GCr for the ink color
(foreground), and BGY , BGCb, BGCr for the paper color (background).
In order to capture the information on the paper pulp type, color correlograms [35] can additionally be used on the segmented background, since they
are able to describe the color-texture appearance.

2.2.7

Squared paper

A first important distinction which helps the reconstruction is between squared
and blank notebook paper. The detection of squares and lines in the remnants
is not trivial, due to the low contrast of the printing. The feature [26] which
we resort to for this detection relies on the Hough Transform [32].
According to the transform, each pixel having coordinates (x, y) in the
original image is transformed into a curve in the Hough space (θ, ρ). For the
detection of straight lines, the parametric equation performing the transform
is the following:
ρ = x cos(θ) + y sin(θ)
(2.11)
An accumulating matrix H(θ, ρ) is defined in the quantized Hough space,
where θ = {θ1 , . . . , θM } and
ρ = {ρ1 , . . . , ρN }. For each pixel in position (xi , yi ) in the original image
having gray value v(xi , yi ) and for each angle θm belonging to {θ1 , . . . , θM },
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ρm is calculated in this way:
ρm = xi cos(θm ) + yi sin(θm ),

(2.12)

and a contribution equal to v(xi , yi ) is added in the position (θm , ρm ) of the
accumulating matrix:
H(θm , ρm ) = H(θm , ρm ) + v(xi , yi ).

(2.13)

A straight line in the original image corresponds to a set of sinusoidal
curves in the Hough space (one for each pixel which the straight line is made
of) intersecting in the same point (θm , ρm ). In the Hough two-dimensional
histogram this results in a high value H(θm , ρm ), with the value θm indicating
the orientation of the straight line and ρm indicating its distance from the
image origin (x0 , y0 ). The detection of straight lines in the original image
becomes the detection of peaks in the Hough two-dimensional histogram. In
Figure 2.7 an example is shown.

Figure 2.6: Synthetic squared pattern

A pattern of squares, positioned with any orientation in the image, such as
the one in Figure 2.6, produces in the Hough space some bright points with θ
coordinate having just two possible values, θ1 and θ2 , where abs(θ1 −θ2 ) = 90.
This happens because a squared pattern is nothing else than a set of straight
lines orthogonal to each other. The other pixels in the original image that
do not belong to any straight line pattern produce in the Hough space some
curves which do not intersect with each other or intersect in random positions.
This means they are sparse and they create low and dispersed values in the
Hough accumulating matrix. In our detection process a nonlinear operator
H1 = F (H) is applied to the transformed data to separate such two different
contributions.
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Figure 2.7: Hough accumulating matrix H(θm , ρm ) of the image in Figure 2.6.
Peaks can be detected for θ = 0 and θ = 90

If the Hough Transform is performed from θ1 to θM degrees (for example
θ1 = 0 and θM = 179) with a step equal to 1 degree, then the square pattern
can be detected looking for the maxima values in the array g:
X
X
H1 (θi+90 , ρj ),
(2.14)
H1 (θi , ρj ) +
g(θi ) =
ρj

ρj

where θi belongs to {θ1 , . . . , θ M }
2
A square pattern or a line pattern in the original image exists if and only
if there is a strong peak in g(θi ). The square pattern can then be detected by
means of an index, defined as:
SP = max(g)

(2.15)

In the case of the remnants of shredded documents, their typical shape, a
strip as in Figure 1.3, could yield misleading results, if the Hough Transform is
performed on the whole image at once. Indeed, since the image width is very
small with respect to the image height, in the Hough space the contributions
of θ in the horizontal direction are much less dispersed than the contributions
of θ in the vertical direction, because in the horizontal direction just a few ρ
values are possible. For this reason the Hough transform is evaluated on image
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sub-blocks of approximately square shape in the vertical remnant direction,
and the contributions are then added.

2.2.8

Strip border

In this section, we define the strip border feature, denoted by li for the left
border and ri for the right border. After the strips have been acquired by a
digital scanner, a pre-processing is performed, which has the aim of separating
the strip from the background used during the acquisition. The preprocessing
has been described in more detail in Sec. 1.3. Usually we choose an uniform
background that has a color highly in contrast with the strips color, such as
green when the strips are black and white. Being Mi (x, y) the binary mask
obtained, where Mi (x, y) = 0 if the pixel in position (x, y) belongs to the
background and Mi (x, y) = 1 in case of a strip pixel, and Ii (x, y) the image
containing the strip i, the left border of strip i is defined as:
li (y) = Ii (x0 (y), y),

(2.16)

where x0 (y) is the first pixel which does not belong to the background in row
y:
x0l (y) = min x such that M (x, y) > 0.
(2.17)
Similarly, the right border is:
ri (y) = I(x0 (y), y),

(2.18)

where x0 (y) is the last pixel which does not belong to the background in row
y:
x0r (y) = max x such that M (x, y) > 0.
(2.19)

2.3

Feature validation

In this section the features performance is analyzed using various datasets.
The idea is that a feature performs well if similar strips (adjacent or belonging
to the same page) have values of that feature that are close, and dissimilar
strips (belonging to different pages) have values of that feature which are far
in the feature space. The same concept applies when considering a set of
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features. The discrimination power of the features is thus under investigation
in this section. However, not for all the datasets we have a ground truth, and
only a qualitative evaluation is presented in the case the ground truth is not
available.
Experiments using one feature are reported, as well as experiments involving more than one feature at the same time. In the latter case, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [36] is used, in order to visually assess the
performance of a set of features. PCA projects d-dimensional data onto a
lower-dimensional subspace in a way that is optimal in the sum-squared error
sense.
The first dataset (Sec. 2.3.1) consists of strip samples coming from different categories of office documents, such as handwritten documents, printed,
graphics. It is used to test the performance of the MPEG-7 standard descriptors. The second dataset (Sec. 2.3.2) is made of real-world strips of
handwritten notebook paper. The performance of the squared paper feature
is evaluated using a subset of this dataset, and the performance of other features is also analyzed. The third dataset (Sec. 2.3.3) consists of printed
shredded documents. The performance of single features for printed text is
first discussed, and the overall performance obtained by combining several
features is then analyzed.

2.3.1

Mixed strips

MPEG-7 features
In this Section we report the experiments we have done using the MPEG-7 descriptors and the MPEG-7 XM (eXperimentation Model) software [37]. This
experiments have the aim of evaluating the performance of standard features,
commonly used in content-based image retrieval systems, when applied to the
particular case of an image database of remnants of shredded documents.
The data set used for the experiments include 9 typical office documents.
The names of the documents and their characteristics are shown in Table 2.1.
For each document 5 shredded remnants have been taken, with the exception
of text3color, for which 8 strips have been considered. The total number of
strips in the database is thus 48.
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Figure 2.8: Precision-recall curves for the Color Layout descriptor.

The discrimination power of each feature described in Sec. 2.1 has been
evaluated separately. The precision-recall measures [27] have been used for
the analysis. If we denote with q the query, with R(q) the set of images
relevant for the query and with A(q) the set of images returned as answer to
the query, then the precision p is the fraction of the returned images that is
relevant to the query:
|A(q) ∩ R(q)|
p=
,
(2.20)
|A(q)|
and the recall r is the fraction of relevant images that is returned by the
query:
|A(q) ∩ R(q)|
r=
.
(2.21)
|R(q)|
In the precision-recall diagrams curves which are mostly horizontal and with
precision values close to 1 represent a very good retrieval result. Conversely,
curves which fall down very fast represent a bad retrieval performance.
Since we expect some features to work well with some kind of documents,
and other with other kinds of documents, we have obtained one precisionrecall curve for each document, instead of evaluating the overall performance
of the feature in the whole database. The results for two descriptors, Color
Layout and Scalable Color, are shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 as an example.
The results of the experiments were in general satisfactory for the three
color descriptors, when considering the retrieval on color documents. It is
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text1grey
text2grey
text4grey
text3color
map grey
map color
graphics grey
text5color
handwritten

CONTENT
report
paper
report
manual
city map
city map
block diagram
leaflet
block notes
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TYPE
text
text
text
text
graphics
graphics
graphics
text
text

COLOR
B&W
B&W
B&W
color
grey
color
grey
color
blue ink

Table 2.1: Dataset characteristics
interesting to observe the difference in performance between the Scalable Color
descriptor and the Color Layout descriptor. The first one is a color histogram,
and gives information about the overall color appearance of the strip. The
second localizes the color information spatially in the image. The document
map color is a city map in color. The descriptor Scalable Color, as it is shown
in Fig. 2.9, has a precision value constant and equal to 1 for this document,
while for the Color Layout in Fig. 2.8 the precision is very low. This is
due to the fact that the map has in each strip almost the same colors (thus
the histograms used by the Scalable Color descriptor are the same), but the
spatial distribution of these colors varies (because the map is detailed) and
the Color Layout descriptor does not have a good performance. Conversely,
for the document text3color, the Color Layout descriptor gives a curve in the
precision-recall diagram that is higher than the one in the Scalable Color
descriptor. The text3color document is a text document consisting of three
colors, black, blue and red. In the document, red and blue are used for the
titles, while black is used for the text inside the paragraphs. Since the strips
are obtained cutting the document in the direction orthogonal to the text
lines, it results that the blue and red parts are positioned in the same spatial
positions in the shredded strips, thus a color descriptor with spatial color
information, as Color Layout, performs better.
The two texture descriptors gave in general low precision-recall curves,
indicating that they are not able to capture the texture appearance of the
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Figure 2.9: Precision-recall curves for the Scalable Color descriptor.

documents used in the experiments. In particular for the Edge Histogram
descriptor, the reason could be the particular size of the document remnant
images. Indeed, the images are very long and very narrow. Since the Edge
Histogram operator considers three different scales dividing progressively the
image into nxn sub-image blocks, it works well with images with similar width
and height values, but it has problems with the strips.
The two shape descriptors describe the shape and contour appearance of
the region that we selected to be the entire strip. Retrieval results were not
particularly satisfactory, with the exception of those documents, text4grey
and text5color, for which the curvature described in Sec. 1.2 is more evident.
Experiments obtained by using the standard MPEG-7 descriptors demonstrate that the color descriptors can in general be used for shredded document reconstruction. However, better results are obtained with the problemdependent color features defined in Sec. 2.2. The MPEG-7 texture descriptors
used did not give the expected results, indicating the need of finding other
texture descriptors free from problems of image dimension. This is done with
the text edge energy features of Sec. 2.2.5. The shape descriptors are useful
only in the case of a strong curvature in the cut document remnants.
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Notebook paper

Squared paper
Experiments have been conducted to evaluate the performance of the squared
pattern detection feature described in Section 2.2.7. A data set of remnants
has been created, including squared paper remnants and non-squared paper
remnants. The remnants have a large variability in terms of handwriting
styles, percentage of handwritten text, orientation of the direction of writing,
paper used, squared paper used. The description of the data set is shown
in Table 2.2. Note that 6 different types of square paper are present in the
dataset. Since these types include thick or thin printed squares, blue and
black, and different square sizes, we believe this is a representative set of the
possible squared patterns on notebook paper.
number of remnants

38

number of squared paper remnants

16

number of non squared paper remnants

22

number of different documents used

18

average number of remnants of the same document

2

number of different types of squared paper

6

Table 2.2: Dataset characteristics
The same parameters can be used for all the remnants, because the subblocks in which the remnant image is divided into have all approximately the
same size. Moreover, the possible squared patterns of notebook paper have a
size that does not vary much. Indeed, the square side size of notebook paper
is usually 0.4 or 0.5 cm. This means that in the same sub-block approximately
the same amount of straight lines can be encountered, thus the peaks in the
H(θm , ρm ) space have a value that does not depend on the size of the remnants
or on the type of document.
The squared paper detection features values obtained for the data set
remnants is shown in Figure 2.10. There are very low values, below SP =
50, as well as higher and more dispersed values. Two clusters are detected
selecting the threshold SP = 50.
The classification result for the squared paper detection feature is shown
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Figure 2.10: Distribution of the feature squared pattern detection (SP ) among
the data set (ordered for increasing values).

in Table 2.3. All the remnants are correctly classified.
squared paper

non squared paper

cluster 1

16

0

cluster 2

0

22

Table 2.3: Classification results for the feature SP
Some considerations need to be done on the distribution of the SP feature
for the squared paper remnants. The values are high and quite disperse (as
in Figure 2.10). This is due to the fact that different types of squared paper
have been used for the experiments. The notebook paper for which the square
pattern is weak results in low values of SP , while if the square pattern is very
pronounced high values of SP are obtained. This information can be used for
a further classification, since the square pattern remnants having similar SP
values are very likely to belong to the same original document.
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Figure 2.11: Distribution of Dataset 1 elements in the first two principal
components, z1, z2.

Other features
The dataset considered in this section has 609 remnants, coming from handwritten documents. The features used are the text edge energy (V ERT ,
HORIZ, DIAGO1, DIAGO2, ISOT R), the paper and ink color (BGY ,
BGCb, BGCr, F GY , F GCb, F GCr), the index of squared paper (QU ADR),
with a total of 12 numerical quantities.
The dataset is analyzed using PCA (Principal Component Analysis) [36].
The first two principal components retain 65% of the total information (in
terms of variance) contained in the 12 variables (or features). The distribution
of the dataset elements on the plot of these components is shown in Figure
2.11. Groups can be recognized, in particular the small group on the right
corresponds to the blank strips, normal paper. In the central and upper part
of the plot the points are less dense than in the bottom part. These points
correspond to squared paper, in particular recycled paper in the upper part.
There is a strong correlation between the features V ERT , DIAGO1,
HORIZ, DIAGO2, ISOT R, as it is shown in Tab. 2.4. For the successive analysis (see Ch. 3), only one of these feature will be retained, since the
other features do not give much additional information.
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VERT
DIAGO1
HORIZ
DIAGO2
ISOTR

VERT
1.00
0.98
0.96
0.99
0.97

DIAGO1
0.98
1.00
0.98
0.97
0.97

HORIZ
0.96
0.98
1.00
0.98
0.96

DIAGO2
0.99
0.97
0.98
1.00
0.96

ISOTR
0.97
0.97
0.96
0.96
1.00

Table 2.4: Correlation between edge energy features

2.3.3

Printed text

Features one by one
The experiments have been conducted on a data set of remnants, originally belonging to printed text documents. A total of 10 different kinds of documents
have been used to create the data set. With different kinds of documents
we mean documents containing text of different size and/or formatting. For
some of the documents, more than one page is included in the data set.
The feature line spacing LS, the feature number of line of text N LIN E,
the two features positions of the first and last line of text, F IRST L and
LAST L have been extracted. The distribution of the values of LS obtained for
each remnant of the database is shown in Figure 2.12, ordered for increasing
values. A stair-step behavior can be observed in the figure, indicating that
the feature is able to detect some data structures in the data set. Indeed,
the strips having LS values lying on the same stair-step are supposed to be
similar, and, for the way the feature LS has been defined, they have the same
formatting of the text, thus are very likely to belong to the same document.
In the left part of the figure, it should be noticed that the lowest values of
LS are much more disperse and scarcely significant, being the curve steep
and without stairstepped structure. The remnants producing this values of
LS are in general remnants with no text (e.g. the back face of some one-face
strips) or containing just some letters.
The feature LS shows a good discrimination performance, since it allows
for a separation of the original remnant data set into subsets representing
the pages. Representative elements of the subsets are obtained as the local
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Figure 2.13: Feature LS: distribution histogram in the data set.

maxima of the histogram of the values, shown in Figure 2.13. Local maxima
are extracted from the histogram after a threshold operation, which takes
into account the fact that relevant clusters must contain at least a minimum
number of strips, i.e. the number of strips in which a single page is destroyed
by the shredder. In Figure 2.13 the highest peak is generated by remnants
belonging to a destroyed document that originally contained more than one
page (the feature LS is not able to discriminate between different pages of
the same document).
From Figure 2.14 the importance of the feature N LIN E can be evinced:
the diagram shows the values of the feature N LIN E of the remnants belonging to a reconstructed page R in the correct order. The values are decreasing
going from the left side of the original page to the right side. The ordering
of the strips of the same cluster according to the N LIN E values gives thus
a considerable support to the human operator performing the virtual reconstruction. In a similar way, the values of the other two features LAST L and
F IRST L give additional information which can be used to find the similar
strips. Their distribution among the data set is shown in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.14: Feature N LIN E values for the ordered remnants forming a
reconstructed page R.

Features together
For testing the general performance obtained by using several features at the
same time, we used the same dataset described in the previous section.
For the dataset we have a ground truth classification. Thanks to this, we
know which document class a remnant originally belonged to. In this section,
we want to analyze the remnants distribution in the feature space. In this
way we can get a feedback about the discrimination power of some of the
low-level features described in Sec. 2.2.
The ground truth characteristics are shown in Table 2.5. The remnants
have been classified according to the document they belong to. There are 10
different shredded documents in the dataset. Each document has been labeled
by a letter. In the following, we will refer to the ground truth as the classes.
Some of the document originally contained more than one page (for example
C and G).
The set of features used in this experiment is made of the following numerical quantities: line spacing (LS), number of lines of text (NLINE), position
of last line of text (LASTL), position of first line of text (FIRSTL), text edge
energy in the vertical and horizontal direction (VERT, HORIZ), dominant
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.15: Values of the features LAST L (a) and F IRST L (b) for the
elements of the data set.
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Class
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
L
all

Freq
20
52
108
24
74
24
175
13
29
15
534

Table 2.5: Ground truth classes.

paper color in the YCbCr space (BGY, BGCb, BGCr), dominant ink color
in the YCbCr space (FGY, FGCb, FGCr). The dimensionality of the feature
space is thus 12.
In order to visualize the class distribution in the feature space a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [36] is performed, and the first two principal components are taken into consideration. In this dataset, the first two principal
components retain more than a half of the information (in terms of variance)
contained in the 12 features. The class distribution in the first two components is shown in Figure 2.16. It must be noticed that the class A contains
many blank or nearly blank strips (the points on the center and right part of
the plot in Figure 2.16), thus the identification of this group will be difficult.
Classes B, C, D, E also include some strips originally belonging to the sheet
margin, containing a few text (the points dispersed on the right in the plot
of Figure 2.16), while the other strips form compact groups in the plot of the
two principal components. Class D contains two pages of the same document,
and the characteristics of the page are different in terms of document layout.
This has the consequence of producing two well separated groups in Figure
2.16. Classes F , H, I, L contains strips of one page and they are well grouped
in the two principal components.
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Figure 2.16: Class distribution in the first two principal components.
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Figure 2.17: Feature distribution of the ground truth classes. Given a feature
and given a class, the size of the area corresponding to that feature in the
figure represents the mean value of that feature (compared to the maximum
value in the dataset).

In general, from the analysis of the feature space (conducted on the principal components) it can be concluded that, except for non ideal cases such as
blank strips, the different documents form in fact compact or nearly compact
groups. This validates our choice of the features. But there is still a problem:
these groups are not well separated one from each other. For example, class
F can be confused with class G, since the elements are close in the feature
space.
In order to analyze the class separability, in Figure 2.17 the average feature
values for the ten classes is shown. Indeed, as observed above, this diagram
also shows that class F and class G are very similar, while the other classes
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are better separated.
Another analysis that has been conducted using the available ground truth
information is the analysis of the proximity, in the feature space, of adjacent
strips in the re-assembled page. To this aim, each strip has been labelled by a
number representing its position in the correctly ordered page, in such a way
that strips that are adjacent in the correct reconstruction have consecutive
numbers. An example is shown in Fig. 2.18. From the figure it can be
observed that adjacent strips are in general close one to the other in the
feature space, with the exception of the strips almost to the border of the
page (the lowest and highest label values in Fig. 2.18). This proves the
effectiveness of the features.

2.4

Conclusions

In this chapter a number of features for describing the visual content of the
strips has been presented. Problem-dependent low level features that we
especially designed for the shredded remnants proved to be more effective
than the standard and general purpose MPEG-7 features, commonly used in
content-based image retrieval tasks. The features have been conceived taking
into account the non-ideality of the shredding/disposal process introduced in
Ch. 1. The experiments show indeed their robustness.
Most of the features showed their effectiveness in discriminating among
different pages and will be used in the next chapter to perform the page
grouping. Some features, namely the line position feature and the border
feature, are more useful to recover the ordering of the strips that re-assembles
the original pages. The line position feature will be used for a computeraided reconstruction performed as an image retrieval task (see Ch. 3), while
the border feature is the base for the automatic reconstruction proposed in
Ch. 4.
So far we used low level features for the strip visual content description.
However, it would be interesting to use also some high level features, such as
dictionary-based word recognition or language dependent grammatical rules.
On the one hand the high level features would require the additional a priori
information on the language used, on the other hand they would be more ro-
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Figure 2.18: Two pages, where strips have been ordered and labelled by
a number, visualized in the two principal components of the feature space.
Correctly matching strips have consecutive numbers.
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bust to noise and effective also in the case of missing strips (since the missing
part of a word could be in some cases recovered or deduced by the context).
Anyway, the first step for the definition of high level features is the OCR (Optical Character Recognition). We made few preliminary tests using common
OCR software, and we experienced some problems in the recognition of the
cut character on the strip border. An ad hoc OCR algorithm should be thus
implemented.

Chapter 3

Grouping the pages

In the shredded document reconstruction problem the strips that originally
belonged to different pages are usually mixed. Not one jigsaw puzzle has to
be re-assembled, but many at the same time. In this chapter the possible
techniques for grouping strips belonging to the same page are analyzed. They
make use of clustering operators. The advantages of performing such grouping
are explained in Sec. 3.1. Some background about clustering is reported in
Sec. 3.2. The definition of the number of clusters to be formed is not always
straightforward, for the reasons explained in Sec. 3.3. In the same section a
solution to this problem is presented. The adopted clustering algorithm [9]
is introduced in Sec. 3.4. Experimental results both on ideal and real-world
strips are reported in Sec. 3.5. The experiments show that the clustering
helps the computer-aided reconstruction performed as a retrieval task.

3.1

Why clustering?

The aim of a clustering operation in the shredded document reconstruction
is to group together the strips originally belonging to the same page. The
following search for matching remnants is conducted within smaller subsets
instead of within the whole set of remnants. As explained in Ch. 1 the
literature about jigsaw puzzle assembly and reconstruction from fragments
does not provide a methodology for the intermixed jigsaw puzzle which is
substantially different from the one-puzzle strategy. Since in the shredded
document reconstruction the situation in which strips of various pages are
mixed is the usual case (and not a particular case as in the jigsaw puzzle
problem), a suitable strategy should be explored. In this chapter we will see
how the introduction of a clustering operation improves the effectiveness of a
computer-aided reconstruction and eases the work of the human operator.
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The clustering approach is similar to the methodology a human being uses
for reassembling a jigsaw puzzle. The pieces with a similar content, usually
the color, are grouped together, and matches are first searched within these
groups. Although the methodology is described here for strip-cut shredded
document reconstruction, it could be also applied to jigsaw puzzle assembly
and reconstruction from fragments [5].
As mentioned above, the clustering step is useful in a computer-aided
reconstruction process. The computer-aided reconstruction can be modeled
as an image retrieval process. A strip is selected by the human operator and
it is used as a query for the image retrieval system. Once the strips most
similar to the query are retrieved, the human operator selects among them
the two correctly matching the query, if present, and virtually glues them.
Since the retrieval is done on-line its computation needs to be as fast as
possible. An off-line grouping of the strips into clusters allows to speed up
the on-line search, because the similar strips are searched within the cluster
the query strip belongs to and not within the whole dataset of strips. If the
total number of strips is N and the number of strips in a cluster is K, then the
complexity of the retrieval reduces from O(N ) to O(K), which is a constant
(the average number of strips created from a sheet of paper). If we suppose
that the human operator needs to go through all the strips for the complete
reconstruction (in practice he will need to use only the half of the strips as
query) then the overall complexity of the on-line part of reconstruction is
O(N 2 ) without clustering and O(N ) with clustering. The same reasoning
applies to the distances calculation used in the clustering.
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the computational complexity of each step in
computer aided reconstruction with and without clustering, respectively. Although the overall complexity is higher in the case of using the clustering, the
computational cost of the on-line part is reduced by a factor of N . Regarding
the off-line part, which is automatic and does not require user feedback, the
computational efficiency is not a requirement.
This shows that the clustering improves the efficiency of on-line reconstruction. But what about the effectiveness? In this case it is difficult to make
general considerations, for two reasons: the effectiveness of the reconstruction
using clustering is strictly related to the effectiveness of the clustering itself,
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Step
extract features for clustering
clustering
extract features for retrieval
distances calculation

Online/Offline
Offline
Offline
Offline
Offline

Complexity
O(N )
O(N 3 )
O(N )
O(N )

reconstruction by retrieval

Online

O(N )

Table 3.1: Computer-aided reconstruction with clustering (for the clustering
it is assumed that the hierarchical algorithm described in Sec. 3.4 is used):
estimated computational times.

Step
extract features for retrieval
distances calculation

Online/Offline
Offline
Offline

Complexity
O(N )
O(N 2 )

reconstruction by retrieval

Online

O(N 2 )

Table 3.2: Computer-aided reconstruction without clustering: estimated computational times.
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Figure 3.1: Four strips coming from different pages. The LS values are respectively, from top to bottom: 0.0157, 0.0146, 0.010, 0.0129.

and it is related to the human operator effectiveness. If we suppose that the
clustering is perfect, i.e. each original page is a cluster, then it is likely that
the adjacent strips to a query one will be retrieved in a higher position than
in the retrieval without clustering: in this way the process of reconstruction
performed by the human operator is made easier. However, if the clustering
is not exact, it may happen that the strips originally adjacent to a query one
are not in the same cluster.In this case the system should include a final step
for the strips that have not yet been glued.
Note that the modelling of the problem as an image retrieval problem does
not make any assumption on missing strips. This means that in general the
case in which some strips are missing is also handled by this model.
It can be argued that in the case of semi-automatic reconstruction the
process of clustering similar pieces can be done by a human being as well.
This can be true if the classes, i.e. the pages, from which the remnants come
from are very different one from the other, but otherwise it can be difficult
and boring to try to identify differences for example in line spacing or in the
number of lines. See, for example, Figure 3.1: it is difficult to instantaneously
recognize the difference in line spacing between the first two strips . However,
the extracted LS values (refer to Sec. 2.2.1 for the definition) are able to
distinguish between the pieces.

3.2

Some background on clustering

Clustering or unsupervised learning [36] is the problem of finding a structure
in a set of unlabeled samples of data. It is often used as an exploratory
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analysis of multivariate data (multivariate data are data described by more
than one variable or feature). Clustering theories has been developed in the
fields of statistics, pattern recognition and data mining. There are various
image processing applications which make use of clustering theory [38], e.g.
image segmentation (for natural images, texture images, surfaces in three
dimensional range images, multispectral images) and image registration.
If hypotheses can be made about the functional forms of the probability
densities of the data, then the problem of clustering consists in estimating the
value of some unknown parameters. For example, we may need to estimate
the unknown mean vectors of a mixture of normal distributions. In this case
we can formulate a formal solution to the problem. However, on the one hand
these solutions are not computationally efficient and on the other hand in
real-world problems it is not always simple to make reliable hypotheses about
the data distribution. For these reasons, approximate algorithms are often
used, which reformulate the problem as the one of partitioning the data into
subgroups or clusters. These algorithms are widely used in pattern recognition
problems, even though they do not show significant theoretical properties. For
example the k-Means clustering is an approximate way to obtain a maximum
likelihood estimate of the means of normal mixtures of data. The k-Means algorithm begins by initializing the k means values µ1 , . . . , µk (the initialization
can be done randomly), then it forms the clusters by assigning each sample to
the closest mean value (Euclidean distance is used to compute the proximity).
The means values are recomputed and this process is repeated until there are
no changes in the mean values or a maximum number of iterations is reached.
The computational complexity [39] of the algorithm is O(ndkT ), where n is
the number of samples, k is the number of clusters, d is the number of features
and T is the number of iterations (in practice, it is generally smaller than the
number of samples).
Approximate clustering algorithms can also be thought of as iterative optimization techniques, which start from the problem of minimizing or maximizing a criterion function. Usually, the similarity between samples belonging
to the same cluster should be maximized, while the similarity of samples belonging to different clusters should be minimized. Once a criterion function
is defined, an optimal solution can be found by exhaustively enumerating all
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possible partitions and selecting the partition that minimize (or maximize)
the criterion. However, there are approximately cn /c! ways of partitioning a
set of n elements into c subsets (exponential grow with n). For example, in
order to find the best 5 clusters in a set of 100 elements we need to consider
more than 1067 partitionings. Thus, iterative optimization is adopted, which
starts from one initial partition and then at each step it refines the solution.
Local optima are found in this way, but there is no guarantee about global
optima.
The K-means algorithm belongs to the family of partitive clustering algorithm. There is another family called hierarchical clustering. Different
hierarchical clustering procedures exist. The agglomerative hierarchical clustering starts with each sample being a cluster, then it finds iteratively the 2
nearest clusters, it merges them, and it repeats this procedure until all the
samples are in one cluster. To measure the similarity between two clusters,
different distances can be chosen:
• minimum distance (single linkage algorithm)
• maximum distance (complete linkage algorithm)
• average distance
• centroid distance
The time complexity of hierarchical clustering is O(cn2 d2 ), where c is the
number of clusters at iteration k and c = n − k + 1.
The minimum distance hierarchical clustering algorithm is equivalent to
the minimum spanning tree algorithm [39]. It is very sensitive to noise and to
slight changes in positions of the data point. The complete linkage algorithm
works well with compact clusters and roughly equal in size.
Stepwise-optimal clusters can be obtained if at each iteration the algorithm
selects the clusters whose merger changes the criterion the least. The Ward
method belongs to these stepwise-optimal hierarchical clustering algorithms,
since it minimizes at each step the overall squared error.
The problem of clustering can also be formulated in terms of finding structures in a graph following graph theory concepts. For example, the single linkage hierarchical method corresponds to the problem of finding the connected
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components on a graph, called similarity graph, obtained by connecting the
elements for which the similarity measure is above a given threshold. The
complete-linkage method is related to the problem of finding the maximal
complete subgraphs in the similarity graph.

3.2.1

Cluster validity

In some cluster analysis problems the number of clusters to be formed is
known. Partitive (e.g. k-Means) or hierarchical clustering algorithms can
then be used to find the best partition of the samples in this given number of
subsets. However, in several applications, the number of clusters is unknown,
and sometimes it is the only thing to be determined by the cluster analysis.
This problem is often referred as the cluster validity problem. One possible
solution is to use the information obtained in the hierarchical clustering procedure: if a criterion function is used, as in the stepwise-optimal hierarchical
clustering, then the criterion function must decrease monotonically with c,
the number of clusters. If n samples are really grouped into ĉ clusters, one
would expect the criterion function decrease rapidly until ĉ = c, decreasing
much more slowly thereafter until zero is reached at c = n.
More formal approaches to the problem of cluster validity exist. They are
based on some measure of how good the obtained clusters are. Some measures
are based on chi-squared or Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics, but, due to the
high computational time, simpler measures are needed in the case of large
datasets, based on some criterion function J(c). Formally, the null hypothesis
that there are exactly c clusters is assumed, and the sampling distribution for
J(c + 1) is computed under this hypothesis. This distribution is related to the
apparent improvement one would expect from a (c + 1) clustering when the c
cluster description is actually correct. If the observed value for J(c + 1) falls
within the limits corresponding to an acceptable probability of false rejection
then the null hypothesis is accepted. The problem of this formal approach
is that the estimation of the sampling distribution of J(c + 1) is a difficult
task. This is the reason why the problem of cluster validity is still unsolved,
although different algorithms have been proposed. These algorithms work well
on some specific problems, but a general method has not been yet accepted
by the pattern recognition and statistics community.
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Cluster validity measures are also used to compare the results obtained
from different clustering algorithms.

3.3

How many clusters?

The problem of finding the best number of cluster has been described in Sec.
3.2.1.
In the ideal shredded reconstruction problem, the choice of the number of
clusters is trivial. Indeed, if the dataset contains N strips, and we suppose
there are no missing pieces and we know the exact number of pieces n in which
a page is cut (i.e. the shredded device used is known), then the number of
clusters we have to look for is equal to N/n if we want to group together the
strips originally belonging to the same page.
In the non-ideal case, however, the following situations make the number
of clusters vary:
1. Some of the features are likely to take different values when going from
strips in the left portion of a page to those in the right portion; for
example, the number of lines of text N LIN E is usually decreasing.
When considering these features, it may happen that the page left-side
strips and the page right-side strips are put in different clusters.
2. There are outlier strips, in particular close to the page margins: they
are likely to be classified as singleton clusters
3. There may arise the case of missing strips. In that case the number of
strips that form one page is smaller
4. The number of strip/page, n, depends on the shredder used and on the
paper size. In the case the former is unknown, but the page size is
known, n can be calculated by measuring the strip width. The problem
is more difficult if more than one shredder device have been used (unless
we measure the width of all the strips). The strip width, according to
Brassil [7], can vary from 1/8 to 5/16 inch for common shredders.
Note that the first three points would cause the expected number of clusters to increase with respect to the ideal case of N/n, while for the last point
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the problem is that n is not known or not unique.
For these reasons,we prefer to choose the number of clusters according to
some measures on the clustering results, instead of guessing a precise value.
We are looking for natural clusters (see also Sec. 3.2.1).
In general, we would like to have compact clusters, containing strips belonging to the same page. Since we want to find a compromise between
number of elements/cluster (reasonably high) and compactness of the cluster,
we define [9] an interval where the optimal number of clusters has to be found.
The interval is:
T = [k1 (N/n), k2 (N/n)],
(3.1)
where k1 and k2 are two constants (for example if we suppose to have two to
three clusters/page then it would be k1 = 2 and k2 = 3). In the case n is not
known, it can be replaced by its estimate ñ obtained for example taking the
average of some sample strip width.
Note that, although the clustering is run only using the non-blank strips,
the evaluation of the best number of cluster interval is done taking into account all the strips (i.e. the total number of strips in the dataset). This allows
to avoid the introduction of further errors due to the fact that the amount of
blank strips can vary according to the document type and style.

3.4

The algorithm

The choice of the clustering algorithm is driven by the fact that we do not
know a priori the number of clusters to be searched for (see Section 3.3).
We use an agglomerative hierarchical approach with step-wise optimization
[9]. As explained in Sec. 3.2 it is an iterative procedure, which starts from
each element being a single cluster, and at each step it fuses two clusters into
one, until all the elements are in one cluster. In this way, a tree is built:
the root represents a cluster containing all the elements; splitting of branches
corresponds to the splitting of one cluster in two different clusters; the leaves
are the original dataset elements. Once the tree is built, measures can be
adopted to decide where to cut the tree and thus form the clusters. In our case,
an interval of possible values for the expected number of clusters is defined,
and we choose the best value (according to measures on the hierarchical tree)
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in this interval. The definition of the interval is explained in Section 3.3.
In order to build the tree, two distances have to be defined. The first one
is needed to calculate the distance between pieces, the second to calculate
the distance between clusters (in order to choose which pair to merge at each
step).
The first one takes as input the features values. If piece a and piece b
have features Fa = fa1 , . . . , faM and Fb = fb1 , . . . , fbM , respectively, then the
distance between a and b is:
d(a, b) = l(||Fa − Fb ||),

(3.2)

where l() is a distance measure, for example the Euclidean distance, the Manhattan distance, or the Mahalanobis distance. The features related to the
document layout (since they are length values in pixels) suggest the use of
the Euclidean distance. Mahalanobis distance is to be preferred in the case
the features are strongly correlated [40].
The choice of the features (among the ones described in Ch. 2) which
could yield a good clustering depends on the specific dataset considered. For
example, the background color feature will work well only if the original pages
differ on type of paper. If we do not have enough a priori knowledge about
the dataset characteristics, then an automatic criterion must be defined to
choose the most relevant ones. The literature in this sense is wide. The
criterion we adopt is very simple and it is based on a correlation measure. If
two features show to have a high correlation in the specific dataset examined,
then only one of these features is considered for the clustering. Indeed, the
other feature does not bring more information for characterizing the strips,
and it could instead reduce the algorithm performance.
Concerning the distance between two clusters, there are different methods
to measure it, for example Single Linkage, Complete Linkage, Average Linkage, Ward distance [36] (see Sec. 3.2). We use the Ward or minimum variance
method, because it creates clusters which are dense and well-separated one
from the other [40]. In general, the Ward method is associated with the
Euclidean distance for l() in Eq. 3.2 [40].
The Ward method aims to merge at each step the two clusters which
minimize the overall squared error of the clustering. The squared error for
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cluster k is [38]:
e2k =

nk X
M
X

(k)

(k)

[fij − mj ]2 ,

(3.3)

i=1 j=1

where

(k)
fij

is the value for feature j of strip i, nk is the number of strips in
(k)

cluster k, M is the dimensionality of the feature space, mj
of cluster k, calculated as:
(k)
mj

nk
1 X
(k)
fij
=
nk

is the centroid

(3.4)

i=1

The squared error for the entire clustering is :
2
EK
=

K
X

e2k ,

(3.5)

k=1

where K is the number of clusters at the current step.
2 is minimum (equal to 0) if each strip is one cluster. According to
EK
2 , i.e. the
the Ward method, the pair of clusters p and q that minimizes ∆Epq
change in EK caused by the merger of clusters p and q into cluster t, is chosen.
Once all the iterations have been accomplished, the selection of number
of clusters is conducted in the interval defined in Section 3.3.
The processing of merging clusters can be visualized as a tree (called
dendrogram). The leaves are the dataset elements, while the root represents
the cluster which contains all the elements. Branches go from the leaves to the
root, successively merging from two into one. Each node (connection of three
branches) has a height hn corresponding to the effort the algorithm made in
merging two clusters into one at the step n. The leaves have height 0 and the
height is increasing going towards the root.
2 of Eq. 3.5, with K = N − n (indeed, at step 1 two
In our case, hn = EK
elements are merged and we have K = N − 1 clusters, at step n K = 1 cluster
is formed).
The heights hn are non decreasing, with n = 1, . . . , N − 1.
The ratio between two successive values of the heights is defined as:
sn =

hn+1
,
hn

(3.6)
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with n = 1, . . . , N − 2. If sn is high for a given n, this means the two clusters
which have been merged at the step (n + 1) were likely to remain two separate
clusters, thus the number of clusters should better stay at K = N − n.
Since we are looking for natural clusters in the interval T defined in Equation 3.1, we have to look for local maxima of sn in the interval with K = N −n
belonging to T . The optimal number of clusters is thus topt with:
s(N −topt ) = max s(N −t) .
t∈T

(3.7)

Refinement with K-means
Once the optimal number of clusters has been found, the clusters are formed
cutting the hierarchical tree according to the selected number of clusters. At
this point the clusters centers are taken as the initial centers for a K-means
clustering operation [36]. This is a partitive clustering algorithm. The Kmeans clustering has the aim of refining the result obtained by the hierarchical
approach.
As mentioned in Sec. 3.2, k-Means is an iterative procedure which consists, at each step, in assigning the elements to the cluster with the closest
cluster center (the Euclidean distance is used for the measure), and then computing again the centers. The procedure stops when the maximum number
of iterations is reached or when there are no changes in the centers values.

3.5

Experimental results

Experiments have been conducted in order to test the clustering strategy
described in Sec. 3.4.
The software R (http://www.r-project.org) has been used for the experiments.

3.5.1

Virtual strips

The dataset TEST contains 10 pages (the classes). The pages have been
acquired by means of a scanner, and then virtually shredded, each page producing 34 strips. The dataset has thus N = 340 strips. The shredding process
has been done virtually for the sake of simplicity. The difference with respect
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Figure 3.2: From left to right: pages 3, 7, 8, 9 of the dataset TEST.
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Page No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Doc Class
A
A
B
B
B
C
D
D
D
E

Doc Type
E-mail 1
E-mail 2
Report 1
Report 1
Report 1 (Bibliography)
Paper
Thesis
Thesis
Thesis
Report 2

Appearance description
Printed + blue ink notes
Printed + green ink notes
Printed + blue ink notes
Printed + green ink notes
Printed
Printed
Printed
Printed
Printed
Printed + blue ink notes

Table 3.3: Dataset characteristics.

to a real shredding is that the strip borders are sharp-cut (there is no torn
paper effect mentioned in Sec. 1.2) and the border is a straight line instead of
being slightly curved (refer to Sec. 1.2 for details). Moreover, no border noise
is present (the border noise characteristics will be analyzed in more detail in
Ch. 4). Please note, however, that the features used in the experiments have
been defined and experimented on real-world shredded strips (see chapter 2)
and have proved to be robust enough to the non-ideal cutting process. In
the current experiments, since we want to group together strips belonging
originally to the same page and we are not using the information about the
strip border, we believe the experiments to be meaningful also with virtually
shredded pieces.
The characteristics of the different pages are shown in Table 3.3. In some
pages, there are handwritten notes on the printed text. The notes have been
done by using either a blue or a green pen (see for example Fig. 3.2). Some
pages (for example pages 7, 8, 9) are different pages of the same document,
thus they have the same font style. The first two pages are printed e-mails,
and they contain the footnote and the header.
The features for the description of the strip visual content used in the
experiments are 9 (refer to chapter 2 for their definition): line spacing LS,
number of line of text N LIN E, position of the last line of text LAST L,
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position of the first line of text F IRST L, edge energy in the vertical direction
V ERT , edge energy in the horizontal direction HORIZ, ink color F GY ,
F GCb, F GCr.
The blank strips have been identified by the feature N LIN E = 0, and
they have been excluded from further analysis. 82 blank strips were selected
in this way. The classification result is good, since they are all blank, except
3 of them, which present some small part of font. The other 340 − 82 = 258
strips, classified as non-blank by N LIN E 6= 0, are all real non-blank strips.
In order to perform the clustering, a feature selection is made. The features
to be considered for the clustering are chosen according to the correlation
coefficient measure (see section 3.4). The correlation values between pairs of
features are shown in Table 3.4.

S
N
L
F
V
H
Y
B
R

S

N

L

F

V

H

Y

B

R

1.00
0.35
0.09
−0.22
0.32
0.56
−0.21
−0.33
0.23

0.35
1.00
0.55
−0.45
0.97
0.90
−0.44
−0.46
0.38

0.09
0.55
1.00
−0.26
0.48
0.60
−0.09
−0.25
0.14

−0.22
−0.45
−0.26
1.00
−0.40
−0.47
0.47
0.48
−0.71

0.32
0.97
0.48
−0.40
1.00
0.84
−0.48
−0.47
0.39

0.56
0.90
0.60
−0.47
0.84
1.00
−0.35
−0.44
0.38

−0.21
−0.44
−0.09
0.47
−0.48
−0.35
1.00
0.91
−0.55

−0.33
−0.46
−0.25
0.48
−0.47
−0.44
0.91
1.00
−0.52

0.23
0.38
0.14
−0.71
0.39
0.38
−0.55
−0.52
1.00

Table 3.4: Correlation between the features for dataset TEST (S=LS,
N=N LIN E, L=LAST L, F=F IRST L, V=V ERT , H=HORIZ, Y=F GY ,
B=F GCb, R=F GCr). N LIN E, V ERT , HORIZ are highly correlated, as
well as F GY and F GCb.

The feature HORIZ is highly correlated with the features V ERT and
N LIN E. This happens because the edges features on the printed text do not
show any preferential direction (and there is just a few of italics font type),
and the edges are stronger if there is more text (thus when the number of lines
is larger). There is also a correlation between F GY and F GCb. This happens
because in the dataset there are a few strips with some notes in pen, either
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Figure 3.3: Scatter plot of FGY and FGCb distributions.

blue or green. When these notes are at the margin of the page, where there
is no printed text (see for example Figure 3.2), the dominant color changes.
In the case of F GY and F GCb (see Figure 3.3) this yields a reduction in the
value for the blue ink and an even stronger reduction in the green ink, while
for F GCr the green ink has a higher Cr value than the blue ink. However,
for most of the strips the values of F GY , F GCb, F GCr are similar, because
of the printed text, although different printers were used.
For the clustering the following features are selected: LS, N LIN E, LAST L,
F IRST L, F GY , F GCr. The data are standardized before performing the
clustering.
The hierarchical clustering described in Section 3.4 is conducted and the
tree is built (see Figure 3.4). k1 and k2 (Eq. 3.1) values have been set to
1.5 and 3 respectively. n is known and it is equal to 34. The best number of
clusters is selected according to Equation 3.1 in the interval [15, 30]. According
to the measure in Equation 3.7 the index is maximum for topt = 23.
As explained in Sec. 3.2, the problem to evaluate the performance of the
clustering has not a unique solution. In our case, we chose the cluster purity
index S [41], which seemed the most appropriate to the problem. If C is the
number of clusters and K the number of classes, Ki denotes the i-th class and
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Figure 3.4: Hierarchical tree generated for dataset TEST.
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Cj the j-th cluster, then S is defined as:
C
|Kj ∩ Ci |
1 X
max
S=
j
C
|Ci |

(3.8)

i=1

The hierarchical clustering performance is compared with the successive
K-means clustering performance. The maximum number of iterations for the
K-means [36] has been set to 2000 (though in the experiments the convergence
has always been reached in a smaller number of iterations). The K-means has
been initialized by the cluster centers formed by the hierarchical clustering.
Experiments have been also conducted using random initialization and averaging the results of 10000 runs. The results are shown in Tab. 3.5.
Algorithm
hierarchical
K-means + hierarchical
K-means (randomly initialized)

S
88, 77%
88, 91%
87, 50% (mean), 2, 45% (σ)

Table 3.5: Clustering in 23 clusters: results in terms of S, the cluster purity,
for different algorithms.

The errors in the clustering are mostly for pages 8 and 9, and for pages
3 and 4, since most of the strips of these pairs of pages tend to be in the
same cluster. Indeed, with the features used, it is very difficult to distinguish
between pages 8 and 9 (see Figure 3.2). Other features need to be adopted, as
the line positions, or a new feature can be defined, such as the new paragraph
position.
The strips with only a few handwritten notes tend to be in one cluster.
Indeed, they are very different from the other strips of the same page.
In general, in this dataset the performance of the hierarchical clustering
is already good, and the successive K-means clustering does not improve the
result much. The K-means with random initialization performs in general
worst.
Experiments of retrieval have been conducted using the feature position
of the lines of text L (defined in Sec. 2.2.3). For each strip, the Q = 5
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most similar strips are retrieved and the presence of the two matching ones
in these 5 is evaluated. The retrieval is conducted in three different cases:
searching in the whole database, searching inside the cluster the strip belongs
to, or searching inside the class. The Euclidean distance has been used for
measuring the similarity. The results are shown in Tab. 3.6 and 3.7. In the
case no clustering is performed, the feature L is able to select a subset of
five strips which contains at least a matching strip in 71% of cases. If the
clustering is first performed, this value increases to 80%. In the case of using
the ground truth classification into pages the value is 83%.

search in the whole dataset
search inside the cluster
search inside the class

0 matches
75
52
43

1 match
106
117
124

2 matches
77
89
91

total
258
258
258

Table 3.6: Number of strips for which the retrieval of the first five most similar
strips contain 0 matching strips, 1 matching strip, or both matching strips.
Results are compared for the retrieval inside the whole dataset, inside the
cluster, inside the class.

search in the whole dataset
search inside the cluster
search inside the class

0 matches
29%
20%
17%

1 match
41%
45%
48%

2 matches
30%
34%
35%

total
100%
100%
100%

Table 3.7: Percentage values - Number of strips for which the retrieval of the
first five most similar strips contain 0 matching strips, 1 matching strip, or
both the 2 matching ones. Results are compared for the retrieval inside the
whole dataset, inside the cluster, inside the class.

The results can be also displayed as precision-recall measures, as usually
done in image retrieval evaluation [27] tasks. In this case the retrieval using a
perfect clustering (the clusters corresponding to the classes) is compared with
the one obtained without clustering.
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The average positions of the two correctly matching strip after the retrieval
is shown in Table 3.8. The clustering significantly improves the retrieval.
strip number
first strip
second strip

no clustering
15
46

clustering
4
11

Table 3.8: Retrieval with perfect clustering: average positions in the retrieval
of the first and second correctly matching strips.

The processing times on a Pentium 4 CPU @ 2.8 GHz, 1 GB RAM are
reported in Tables 3.9 and 3.10. Basically, as it has been explained in Sec. 3.1,
it is important that the online part is fast, thus the two values for the task od
distance calculation and retrieval need to be compared: the clustering reduces
this time from 4.2s to 0.4s. The reduction will result even more significant in
case a larger dataset is considered. Concerning the off-line tasks performed
for the clustering the total computational time (from Table 3.9) is less than
7.5 minutes.
Task
(MATLAB) Extract features for clustering
(LS, NLINE, LASTL, FIRSTL, LINEPOS)
(MATLAB) Extract features for clustering
(VERT,HORIZ)
(MATLAB) Extract features for clustering
(FGY, FGCb, FGCr)
(R) Distance calculation for clustering
(R) Clustering
(MATLAB)Extract features for retrieval
(included in features for clustering, LINEPOS)
(R) Distance calculation and retrieval (total)

Time
1 minute
3 minutes
3.4 minutes
0.02 s
0.11 s
(included above)
0.4 s

Table 3.9: Time of computation for the tasks involved in the computer-aided
reconstruction using clustering (perfect clustering).
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Task
(MATLAB) Extract features for retrieval (LINEPOS)
(R) Distance calculation and retrieval (total)

Time
1 minute
4.2 s

Table 3.10: Time of computation for the tasks involved in the computer-aided
reconstruction without clustering.

3.5.2

Real-word strips
Class
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
L
all

Freq
20
52
108
24
74
24
175
13
29
15
534

Table 3.11: Ground truth classes.
We also performed experiments on real-word strips. The dataset contain
609 strips. Since no ground truth about the correct ordering of the strips in
the pages was available, the results are evaluated by using the cluster purity S
and class completeness R measures, with respect to the ground truth division
in document classes reported in Tab. 3.11. S has been defined in Eq. 3.8,
while R is defined as:
R=

K
|Kj ∩ Ci |
1 X
max
,
i
K
|Kj |

(3.9)

j=1

where C is the number of clusters and K the number of classes, Ki denotes
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the i-th class and Cj the j-th cluster. The two indexes R and S depend on
the number of clusters. S is one if one clusters per observation is created, and
R is one if one cluster is created.
The blank strips are identified by the feature N LIN E = 0 and are removed from the dataset. The data are standardized before performing the
clustering. All the features are used, since the pairwise correlation values are
all below 0.95. As described in Section 3.4, the hierarchical clustering is performed and the best number of clusters is selected between 10 and 50. The
result is that 12 clusters are formed and their centroids are used for K-means
initialization. The maximum number of iterations for the K-means is set to
2000. In Table 3.12 the confusion matrix is shown. S and R values are equal
respectively to 0.71 and 0.68.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
L

1
3
2
2
0
1
0
2
1
1
0

2
0
5
9
0
0
20
79
0
0
0

3
7
41
3
0
0
1
37
0
0
0

4
0
3
16
0
1
1
7
0
0
0

5
1
0
28
0
2
0
1
0
0
0

6
0
1
40
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

7
1
0
4
0
15
0
1
0
0
0

8
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
28
0

9
0
0
0
15
45
0
0
0
0
0

10
0
0
0
9
5
0
1
0
0
0

11
0
0
0
0
0
0
40
11
0
0

12
1
0
2
0
0
2
5
1
0
15

Table 3.12: K-means with 12 clusters.

In general, the most difficult classes to be built are the ones for which more
pages of the same documents have been shredded, such as B (containing two
pages) C and D, E, G. (see Table 3.3). In particular, class C contains some
tables with text, and the text layout appearance of the document changes
according to the strips position in the original page.
Class F can hardly be separated from class G. Indeed, their appearance
is similar.
In this case, extracting feature LS and the other document layout features
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took around 3 minutes. Extracting the text edge energy and the paper/ink
color features took 8 and 9.5 minutes, respectively. The clustering took less
than one second. The division into clusters makes, in this case too, the process
of computer-aided reconstruction easier, even if it requires some additional
time to extract the features involved in the clustering.

3.6

Conclusions

In this chapter a methodology for grouping the strips belonging to the same
page has been described. An algorithm has been developed, which is based
on the clustering theory. Though the clustering is not able to exactly recover
the ground truth pages (indeed pages exist with the same document layout
and they are hardly separated), the experiments showed that the clustering
is effective in improving the performance of a computer-aided reconstruction.
The analysis of the scalability of the clustering approach for the computer
aided reconstruction showed that the clustering is also efficient for speeding
up the on-line part of the reconstruction in case of large datasets.

Chapter 4

Piece matching

The number of possible solutions for the reconstruction of a single page that
has been shredded into N = 34 strips is on the order of 1038 . The time a
computer with a 2 GHz processor would employ to find the right solution by
just considering each possible solution is on the order of 46 billions of billions
of centuries (under the hypothesis that it is able to perform a permutation as
an elementary operation, otherwise the time is longer). This example shows
that other algorithms for the automatic piece matching must be devised. To
this aim, the shredded document reconstruction problem is modelled as an
optimization problem (Sec. 4.1) and possible sub-optimal polynomial algorithms are derived from the field of optimization theory. A local matching
algorithm is presented, and its limitations due to the presence of noise on the
strip border are discussed (Sec. 4.2). Then a global matching [42] is proposed
(Sec. 4.3). The two methods are compared in the experiments in Sec. 4.4.

4.1

The optimization model

In this section the shredded document reconstruction problem is modelled as
a combinatorial optimization problem. An optimization problem is a problem
of practical or theoretical importance concerning the choice of a best configuration or set of parameters to achieve some goals [43]. Optimization problems
can be divided into two categories: those with continuous variables and those
with discrete variables, which are called combinatorial. In the continuous
problems we look for a set of real numbers or even a function; in the combinatorial problems we are looking for an object from a finite, or possible
countably infinite, set - typically an integer, set, permutation, or graph [43].
In this section the Shredded Document Reconstruction problem (SDR) is described as a combinatorial optimization problem using concepts related to the
89
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optimization theory [39].
The instances of the SDR problem are a finite set of remnants C =
{c1 , c2 , c3 , . . . , cN } and the distances d(ci , cj ) of pairs of them. The solution
consists [39] in finding the Q sets < p(1), p(2), p(3), . . . , p(Q) >, where p(j) is
an ordered set of remnants < cπj (1) , cπj (2) , cπj (3) , . . . , cπj (i) , . . . , cπj (nj ) > and
πj (i) is the name of the strip which is in position i in the j-th page, which
minimize:
Q nX
j −1
X
d(cπj (i) , cπj (i+1) ).
(4.1)
j=1 i=1

The unknowns are the πj permutation functions and the nj quantities.
An important task in optimization theory is to assess how difficult a problem is, i.e. to estimate the computational time an algorithm needs for finding
the solution as a function of the dimensionality of the input (the instances of
the problem). If the function is polynomial in the dimension of the problem,
then the problem is considered somehow simple. One problem belongs to class
P if it exists a polynomial algorithm for its solution. Problems that do not
belong to P are problems for which a polynomial algorithm for the solution
has not yet been found. There is a subset of the non-P problems for which,
even if we are not able to find a polynomial algorithm for the solution, if one
gives us a solution, we are able to verify in polynomial time that this is a
real solution. These problems are called N P (Non deterministic Polynomial).
The set of problems belonging to class P is a subset of the set of problems
belonging to class N P . However, until now no one has demonstrated whether
P = N P or not. So we are assuming that P ⊂ N P (P is strictly included in
N P ).
In N P there is a hierarchy of difficulty of the problems. A problem A can
be transformed in a problem B (A ∝ B) if it exists a polynomial algorithm
that for every x, instance of A, produces a y, instance of B, such that if
x is a yes instance (it brings to a solution in the decision problem) for the
A problem then y is a yes instance for the B problem. In this case we say
that A is not more difficult than B, or that B is not simpler than A. Every
problem belonging to P can be transformed in a problem belonging to N P ,
and this is the reason why P problems are referred to as simple problems. The
most difficult problems are the so-called N P -complete problems. A problem
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A belongs to the class of N P -complete problems if and only if A belongs to
NP and for every B belonging to NP, B can be transformed to A (B ∝ A).
The SAT (Satisfiability) Problem [39] is the first problem for which the N P Completeness has been demonstrated. The demonstration has been done by
Cook in 1971. For the other problems a theorem states that if A is N P complete, and B belongs to N P and A ∝ B then B belongs to the class of
N P -completeness. On the base of this theorem, the demonstration of the N P completeness of many other problems has been accomplished with reference
to the SAT problem.
Theorem. The Shredded Document Reconstruction (SDR) problem is
NP-Complete.
Proof. Using the theorem mentioned above, the NP-Completeness is
demonstrated by verifying that the SDR belongs to NP and by finding a
NP-Complete problem that can be transformed to the SDR. The SDR belongs to NP, because given a yes solution, which is an ordering of the strips,
we can verify in polynomial time that the solution is correct. It suffices to
check for each piece that its neighbors are the correct matching ones. The
Asymmetric TSP Problem (Traveling Salesman Problem), which has been
proved to be NP-Compl. [39], can be transformed to a particular case of the
shredded document reconstruction problem. Indeed, given a complete graph
and the arc weights (two for each node because the Asymmetric TSP is considered), if each node is a strip and the arcs are the measures of dissimilarity
among strips, then finding the best Hamiltonian Circuit is like to finding the
best ordering of the strips of one page. The 1-SDR (1 page shredded document reconstruction problem) is a particular case of the shredded document
reconstruction problem. (End of Proof)
An analogy exists between the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) [44] and
the SDR problem. In the VRP, P different vehicles, each with a given load
capacity, start from a depot and serve a total of N customers. In our case a
blank strip is the depot. There are N unit load nodes C = {c1 , c2 , c3 , . . . , cN }
to be visited in P different paths, the pages. Each vehicle (page) j has a
capacity equal to n (corresponding to the number of strips in one page) and
visits nj ≤ n points (nj < n because there may be blank or missing strips).
In this way, our problem can be reduced to the VRP. The V RP is also called
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Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (MTSP).
Since the SDR is NP-Compl, it is highly unlikely that polynomial solution algorithms exist for it [39]. Hence, it is sensible to devise suboptimal
algorithms.
In the following, two suboptimal solutions are proposed. The first one,
described in Sec. 4.2, assigns the left (right) border of each strip to the
most similar right (left) border. Recalling the considerations made for the
Jigsaw Puzzle solution, this is called local matching [23, 12] (see also Sec.
1.4). As already observed by Wolfson [23], the noise in the digitalization
process (and, in our case, in the non-ideal shredding process too) can reduce
the local matching performance. Experiments to assess the influence of the
border noise in the local matching are described in Sec. 4.2.1. To overcome
this problem, a global matching solution is described in Sec. 4.3.

4.2

Local Matching

The local matching algorithm consists in assigning the left border li of each
strip i (for the definition of left border see Sec. 2.2.8) to the rj0 right border
that satisfies:
Dli ,rj0 = min Dli ,rj ,
j

(4.2)

where Da,b is the measure of dissimilarity between strips a and b. The local
matching algorithm has a time complexity of O(N 2 ) if N is the number of
strips.
The local matching algorithm has been adopted as a solution for the Jigsaw Puzzle problem, the reconstruction from fragments, the shredded or torn
document reconstruction [12, 22, 5, 6, 45, 8, 16]. In some cases the local
matching is followed by a feedback of the user to increase the performance
and avoid errors [5, 8].
D in Eq. 4.3 denotes the similarity between borders li and rj , and it is
calculated as a measure of correlation. The cross correlation allows for small
translations in the vertical direction. In more detail:
Dli ,rj = − max XCORRli ,rj (k),
k

(4.3)
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where xcorr denotes the cross-correlation function, and k varies in {−K, . . . , K}.
XCORR is defined as:
X
XCORRa,b (k) =
a(t)b(t − k)
(4.4)
t

where a and b are two 1-dimensional signals.
The cross-correlation is often used in pattern matching and has been used
for DNA sequence alignment [46], whose problem presents some analogies
with the SDR.

4.2.1

Strip border noise

In this section some experiments are presented which show the limits of performing local matching in the shredded document reconstruction problem.
The experiments consist in comparing the local matching performance in the
case of a virtual shredding process and in the case of a real one.
Virtual shredding process
The experiment has been conducted on the virtual shredded strip dataset
already used in Ch. 3 and whose characteristics are reported in Tab. 3.3.
The correlation coefficient between each pairs of left border i and right
border (i − 1) has been calculated and represented as a function of b, the
distance from the actual strip border:
n

c(b) =

1X
Dlb ,rb
i i−1
n

(4.5)

i=2

where i is the strip position in the ordered page, n is the number of strips in
the page.
We would expect a decreasing behavior for increasing values of b. However,
as it is evident in Fig. 4.1, there is a first decreasing and a successive local
maximum around b = 8. Moreover, there is a local minimum around b = 4.
The experiment is relevant, since it has been conducted on ten pages belonging
to 4 different documents, and thus having different font style and font size;
this behavior is likely to be found for any virtually shredded page containing
printed text. The behavior makes us conclude that if the real shredding
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Figure 4.1: Correlation between borders as a function of b, the distance in
pixels from the actual strip border.

Figure 4.2: Virtual shredded strip, a particular, zoomed.
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process has lost the information on the border, i.e. the information we find is
from b > 2, then it would be more useful to go inside the strips, for example
with b = 8 looking for a local maximum, instead of concentrating on the real
shredded border. Since the information for b = 8, as it is shown in Figure
4.2, where the pixel squares can be recognized, is not anymore related to the
information on the border, it means that l and r borders with b ≥ 8 are
similar to the feature L, positions of the lines of text, described in Sec. 2.2.3.
In general, the L feature has not enough information for the matching (L
feature could have the same values for all or part of the strips of one page
or also of many pages of the same document), nor has the border feature for
b ≥ 8.
Looking at Fig. 4.1 we can study the behavior separately for the different
pages. Pages belonging to same document type (see Table 3.3) show a similar
correlation curve as a function of b. Thus we can derive that the correlation
among strip borders is a function of:
• the b value;
• the font size and style;
• the dpi at which the documents have been acquired.
Real shredding process
The border features are extracted like for the virtual strips, and b is again
the distance with respect to the mask automatically extracted during the preprocessing of the strips. In this case, different strips can have different vertical
border lengths, thus they are interpolated to a fixed length. In Fig. 4.3 an
example of a strip and the mask is shown. In Fig. 4.4 two adjacent borders
are shown. The lb is chosen as the grey level pixel which is at distance b from
the last pixel belonging to the mask. After the interpolation two adjacent
borders look like in Figure 4.5.
We conducted the experiments varying the b parameter for 12 real-world,
adjacent, strips. The results are shown in Fig. 4.6 and in Fig. 4.7.
The comparison to the results concerning the virtual strips (Section 4.2.1)
is not trivial:
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Figure 4.3: A particular of a masked strip.
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Figure 4.4: Real shredded adjacent strips, a particular, zoomed.
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Figure 4.5: A particular of the extracted border features for two matching
strips. b from 1 to 11.

Figure 4.6: Correlation between adjacent borders of 12 strips, real shredded
strips, as function of b, the distance from the actual border.
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Figure 4.7: Correlation between adjacent borders of 12 strips, real shredded
strips, as function of b, the distance from the actual border - Average curve
• keeping in mind that real-shredded results are presented for 12 strips of
the same page, Fig. 4.7 may be comparable with one of the curves of
Fig. 4.1,
• the font type and size is slightly different: in the real world experiments
the font style is Arial, with font size 11 or 12, while in Page 7, 8, 9 of
the virtual shredded dataset the font style is Times New Roman with
font size 12,
• the scanner device and the scanner settings are the same (this would
suggest they are comparable),
• b value is not the same as the b for the virtual strips. Indeed, it can
happen that ±1 or ±2 pixels on the border have been added in the
shredding process (see Fig. 4.3 and 4.4).
The obtained results seem to suggest that the necessary information for
the reconstruction, which is present in the virtually shredded strips, is not
present in the real shredded ones. Indeed, the maximum of the curves in Fig.
8 and 9 does not always occur for low values of b.
For this reason, a second optimization step, described in the next section,
needs to be performed.
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Global Matching

A global matching algorithm for the solution of the SDR problem allows
to partially overcome the problem of presence of noise on the strip border.
The noise is due to the non-ideal shredding process and to the digitalization
process. It has been described in the previous section.
A global solution is proposed by some authors [23, 14, 24] in the field of
Jigsaw Puzzle Problem or reconstruction from fragments. The local search
is slightly speeded up by means of a genetic algorithm in Papaioannou et al.
[11]. A greedy algorithm is used by Huang et al. [47] and by Memon and Pal
[18]. A highest confidence first greedy algorithm is used by De Bock et al.
[24] and by Goldberg et al. [14].

The Assignment Problem
For the global matching we model [42] the SDR problem as an Assignment
Problem [43]. A similar global matching strategy has been applied by Wolfson
[23] in the Jigsaw Puzzle Problem, in particular for the frame assembly. A
polynomial solution exists for the Assignment Problem, which is the Hungarian method [43]. Its computational complexity is O(N 3 ).
In the AP case we do not account for the page ending and neither for the
case of missing strips. Indeed, we suppose that for the left border of each strip
there is a right border which connects to it. This is not true in the real-case,
but we can imagine that the blank left border of the first strip on a page
connects to the blank right border of the last strip on the same or another
page.
The instances of the assignment problem are a finite set of left borders
L = {l1 , . . . , li , . . . , lN }, where li is the left border of strip i, a finite set of
right borders R = {r1 , . . . , ri , . . . , rN }, the costs Dli ,rj for matching the left
border of strip i with the right border of strip j. The solution consists in
finding the xlr such as
XX
min
Dli ,rj xli ,rj
(4.6)
ri

lj
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with the following constraints:
∀r

X

xlr = 1

(4.7)

xlr = 1

(4.8)

r

∀l

X
l

xlr ∈ {0, 1}.

(4.9)

In Sec. 4.1 the analogy between the SDR problem and the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) has been outlined. A possible heuristics for the Vehicle
Routing Problem is indeed the AP [44]. Since the AP algorithm may not be
optimal for the VRP (and for the SDR), the following problems may occur
[44]:
• the number of strips on a reconstructed page may exceed the maximum
number of strip/page
• there may be isolated sub-tours not starting and ending by a blank
border.
These problems have been observed also in the Jigsaw Puzzle literature
where the frame assembly is performed as an AP [23, 14]. In those cases, the
solutions to overcome these problems are two: either an oracle (a robot) is
used to give a feedback and decide whether the AP solution is correct [23] or
the hypothesis is made that at maximum two errors can occur [14].

4.4

Experimental results

In this section we present some preliminary results for the SDR algorithms
presented in this chapter. Though the dimensionality of the datasets could at
a first sight appear small, the experiments are in our opinion already significant if compared to the results reported in the literature. Solana et al. [45]
report a performance of about 60% for the reassembly of 16 fragments of torn
documents. The maximum number of puzzle pieces assembled by Sagiroglu
and Ercil [22] is 21. An experiment on 8 fragments has been reported by
Biswas et al. [16]. The performance in Leitao and Stolfi [6] is 61% on 75
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works of art fragments. Huang et al. [47] correctly re-assemble 28 pieces out
of 30 belonging to a 3-D object. The user interaction in Papaodysseus and
al. [5] makes them reconstruct two mixed wall paintings of 262 fragments and
reconstruct a part of another wall painting from a set of 936 fragments. De
Bock et al. [24] re-assembled a 300 pieces puzzle, which they claim to be the
largest one solved until that time. Two intermixed puzzles, each containing
104 pieces, were reassembled by Wolfson et al. [23]. The largest dataset of
fragmented files correctly reconstructed by the algorithm of Memon and Pal
[18] contained 772 fragments coming from 4 different files.

Dataset 1
Dataset 1 contains the strips coming from 4 different pages which have been
shredded by a real shredder. There are missing strips in pages 3 and 4. In
order to handle the case of missing strips, if strips i, j, k are contiguous in the
original page and strip j is missing, we assume that in the correct solution i
is adjacent to k. Experiments of reconstruction have been conducted on the
four pages separately. The performance measure is the percentage of strips
in the correct position in the ordering. The local (Sec. 4.2) and global (Sec.
4.3) matching performances are compared in Tab. 4.1. The global matching
gives best results.

Page
Page
Page
Page

1
2
3
4

Local Matching
91%
79%
77%
70%

Global Matching
100%
100%
81%
83%

Table 4.1: Matching results.

From Table 4.1 we can observe that the global matching gave an optimal
result for Page 1 and Page 2, while for Page 3 and 4 the performance is lower.
This is probably due to the fact that in Page 3 and 4 some strips are missing.
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Dataset 2
The considered virtual shreds dataset has been introduced in Sec. 4.2.1. The
distance from the actual strip border, b, varies between 1 and 4. The performance measure is the % of strips which have at least a matching strip in
the adjacent 6. The automatic solution can be used in combination to the
clustering described in Ch. 3 as an alternative to the computer-aided reconstruction proposed in the same chapter. Results using or not the clustering
step are compared in Tab. 4.2.
The clustering makes the performance increase for b > 2. Since, as it has
been explained in Sec. 4.2.1, the information for b ≤ 2 is likely to be removed
by the shredding process, this means that also in the automatic re-assembly of
real-word strips it is worth to use the clustering before the global matching (in
Ch. 3 it has been explained that the clustering is useful in the computer-aided
reconstruction).
The fact that for b = 1 the result is not 100% without clustering is due to
the fact that the blank strip borders of the rightmost and leftmost strips in
a page are not assigned correctly. The problem has already been discussed in
Sec. 4.3 as a limitation of using the AP model for the SDR (or VRP) problem.
However, given the fact that in this specific experiment the only non-correctly
assembled borders are blank and do not contain any information, we can
conclude that the performance is still good.

Without clustering
With clustering

b=1
97%
90%

b=2
97%
90%

b=3
64%
70 %

b=4
63%
73%

Table 4.2: Performance of the automatic solution (global matching) with or
without a first step of clustering.

Complexity
The overall process of reconstruction using the global matching takes the
amount of time shown in Tab. 4.3, where the tasks to be accomplished are
the following:
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T1 Paste the random shreds onto standard sheets of paper
T2 Acquire the sheets with the scanner
T3 Image Pre-processing
T4 Feature border extraction
T5 Assignment: Cost calculation
T6 Assignment solution (Hungarian algorithm)
Task
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
total

Complexity
O(N )
O(N )
O(N )
O(N )
O(N 2 )
O(N 3 )

Time/unit
3 − 7 min/sheet
2 min/sheet
1.5 min/sheet

Dataset 2 example
105 min
30 min
22.5 min
1.5 min
40 s
25 s
160 min

Table 4.3: Time complexity and example.

T 4 is also related to the strip image size.
The T 6 time of computation and computational complexity is related to
the algorithm used for the solution. We used the Hungarian method for the
solution.
For the reconstruction of Dataset 2, whose computational times are reported in Tab. 4.3 as an example, we can observe that the time of computation was highly dependent on the first, manual part, of digital scanning the
strips (65.4%), while the assignment cost calculation and solution only took
0.6% of the total time. In the following, we evaluate for which dimension of
the problem (N , corresponding to the number of strips) the time of computation for the assignment part becomes relevant, which means that it becomes
larger than the previous tasks. This evaluation is done to assess the scalability
feature of the global matching strategy.
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With reference to Tab. 4.3, the total time of solution is:
T = aN + bN + cN + dN + eN 2 + f N 3 ,

(4.10)

where a to e are constants representing the computational time for accomplishing task 1 to 6, respectively. In order to roughly estimate them, we refer
to the case of 340 strips and scale accordingly.
The case under study is to find N such that:
aN + bN + cN + dN < eN 2 + f N 3

(4.11)

The solution is N = 5473 strips (corresponding to about 160 pages). The
total time of reconstruction is in this case equal to 33 hours.
What is the advantage with respect to manual reconstruction?
A very natural question we might have when performing the automatic solution is the following: is it worth? Why not doing it by hand?
The only information we could retrieve about the time needed for manual
reconstruction refers to 426 pages (http://www.docexam.com.au/shredded.html).
According to the web-site, their manual reconstruction took from August 27
to September 13, 1999. 14 people were working at it. There is no information
saying whether the reconstruction was perfect or not. It is said, anyway, that
the strips were divided into bags of 100 pages each. This means that the
problem is a combination of 4 problems of dimensionality N = 100 and one
of lower dimension. Our methodology is able to perform the reconstruction of
160 pages (see previous paragraph) in 33 hours, this means it would require
132 hours (computer plus one person) to complete that reconstruction.

Chapter 5

Conclusions

The first subject analyzed in this PhD Thesis is the reconstruction of documents which have been destroyed by means of a strip-cut shredder device.
The problem is of high interest in the forensics science, though very little work
in this sense is reported in the literature.
The re-assembly starts with the strip digitalization by means of a scanner
device. We studied the typical strip appearance and we designed numerical
features that are automatically extracted for describing the strip visual content. On the base of those features, an automatic grouping of the strips into
clusters, ideally corresponding to the pages, is performed. For the overall
reconstruction, we proposed two methodologies. One is a computer aided reconstruction, in which the most similar strips to a given one are presented to
a human operator who selects the correct ones and performs a virtual gluing.
We saw that the clustering is important in this methodology, both for improving the reconstruction effectiveness and for reducing the computational
time of the on-line part in case of large datasets. The second methodology
for the reconstruction is designed to be fully automatic, and it is based on
algorithms used in optimization theory.
In general, more experiments on larger datasets need to be performed,
in order to better evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed
approaches. Moreover, future work could be developed into two directions:
• design of high level features based on optical character recognition
• use of more precise (though more computationally expensive) algorithms
for the fully automatic piece matching, based on the analogy with the
VRP (Vehicle Routing Problem)
The first would allow to better face the problem of missing and cut strips.
The second could give a better performance in the automatic reconstruction.
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Some of the concepts we developed can be used in other fields as well. In
particular, we expect the clustering operation to be effective also in jigsaw
puzzle reconstruction and in the re-assembly of torn documents or fragments
of works of art. Moreover, some of the features we designed, such as the
features related to the paper type and to the background-ink color, can be
used in torn document reconstruction as well.

Part II

Video Enhancement
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Chapter 6

Introduction

The human visual system (HVS) can easily adapt to see well both in a dark
room and in a sunny day. Common acquisition and displaying devices can
handle ranges of luminosity which are much lower. For example, it is difficult
to photograph a subject on a sunset background, as well as an indoor surveillance camera will be useless at night if the light is switched off. To overcome
this problem, sensors and image processing techniques for generating high dynamic range images have been developed. However, the visualization is still
done on low dynamic range displays, thus a dynamics reduction needs to be
performed. In section 6.1 high dynamics range imaging and image display is
introduced, in section 6.2 the image enhancement feature of many dynamics
reduction operators is discussed, and in section 6.3 a state of the art analysis
is presented.

6.1

High dynamic range images

The luminance dynamic ranges handled by the human visual system (HVS)
are far greater than those of conventional acquisition and visualization devices.
The human visual system can adapt to range of light intensity levels on the
order of 1010 , as it is shown in Figure 6.1. In the human retina two classes of
photoreceptors are present, the rods and the cones [49]. Rods are responsible
for the vision at low luminance levels (scotopic vision), while cones serve vision
at high luminance level (photopic vision). There is a range of luminosity in
which both rods and cones are active, called mesopic vision.
The impressive dynamic range of Figure 6.1 is mainly due to the brightness
adaptation mechanism of the HVS photoreceptors, while the eye iris diameter
has only a very small effect on the adaptation. However, it is important to
note that this adaptation takes place in time, and that we cannot see over
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Figure 6.1: Range of subjective brightness sensations, which is a logarithmic
function of the light intensity incident on the eye. Ba is a particular brightness
adaptation level. [48]

such a range simultaneously. The transitions between different intensity levels
have been studied by means of psychophysical experiments. The experiments
show that the time of adaptation to rapid changes from bright to dark is
slower than the corresponding time when going from dark to bright [50].
Concerning the intensity range that the HVS is able to handle simultaneously, Fig. 6.1 shows that at a given brightness adaptation level, Ba , this
range is rather restricted, having a level Bb at and below which all stimuli are
perceived as black. The upper portion of the curve (dashed) is not restricted
but it loses its meaning if extended too far because much higher intensities
would raise the adaptation level higher than Ba [48]. Anyway, the simultaneous range of intensity of the HVS is still large (in the order of 104 ) if
compared to the one of common acquisition and display devices (whose range
is usually 100 times lower). New sensors and new techniques for acquiring
high dynamic range (HDR) images have recently appeared. Since the common displays have still a low dynamics, the aim of high dynamics reduction
techniques is to convert the HDR images in low dynamics range images (LDR)
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for visualization.
There are three main sources of HDR pictures: high dynamics CMOS sensors (with logarithmic [51], piecewise-linear [52] or combined linear-logarithmic
response [53]), multi-exposure methods [54], and synthetic radiance images
generated by 3D modeling tools. The typical range of high dynamics sensors is 10 − 12 bit per pixel (1000 − 4000 different luminance levels can be
represented), while much larger values are obtained from the combination of
multi-exposure images and from synthetic radiance maps.
The dynamic range of display devices is related to three quantities, which
are called perceptual characteristics: peak luminance, contrast ratio, amplitude resolution [55]. The peak luminance represents the highest luminance
value attainable by the display. The contrast ratio measures the ratio between a bright and a dark section of an image. The amplitude resolution
represents the number of distinct steps of luminance that can be portrayed by
a display. Even though the first displays with higher dynamics have recently
appeared [56, 57], they are still inadequate for many applications (for example for displaying multi-exposure images with very high dynamics). Thus,
in order to visualize HDR images on these displays as well as on common
visualization devices (which have an amplitude resolution of 8 bit/channel),
their dynamics must be suitably reduced, while preserving relevant features.
Unfortunately, simple methods such as quantization, saturation and the like
give poor results since they do not account for local adaptation mechanisms.
See for example figure 6.4: the original HDR image has been created by multiexposure techniques, and it has a dynamic range of 104 . The original image
can neither be visualized nor reproduced in printing, and in the figure the linear quantization to the 8-bit depth is shown. The wall and the details on the
window, which are present in the original image, have been lost. In section
6.2 the characteristics required for a good dynamics reduction operator will
be analyzed.
Handling HDR video sequences is even more challenging, due to the temporal nature of the data. Real-time video processing has applications in many
different fields, such as video surveillance, traffic monitoring, and driving assistance systems. In all these applications the sensor operates in challenging
outdoor environments. Lighting conditions can change significantly because
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of weather, presence of light sources in the scene, and so on. High dynamics
sensors can handle these changes in illumination intensity, which can appear
in the same frame as well as in frames taken at different times. However, as
in the still image case, the final video is usually displayed on low dynamics
devices, and a dynamics reduction needs to be performed.
The development of the techniques related to HDR imaging has progressed
in the latest years. The development is pushed by the promising results
obtained in different fields, such as high quality photography, medical imaging,
security, and computer graphics applications.
As we will see in Sec. 6.3 most of the scientific literature in dynamics
reduction techniques refers to HDR images taken by multi-exposure methods
or generated by synthetic radiance maps. There is still few work concerning
the dynamics reduction of images and videos taken by high dynamics sensors,
whose use is very promising in the security field, as we will see in the next
chapter. Basically, the concept is quite the same, the input dynamics needs
to be reduced to fit the display, but in the case of high dynamics sensors two
additional features must be taken into consideration. On the one hand the
input images have a lower quality than multi-exposure images and acquisition
noise can be present, as it is explained in section 7.3. On the other hand in
video security applications there is often the need for a real-time processing,
and sometimes the processing has to be accomplished on a low-cost hardware.
The algorithm presented in Ch. 7 takes these requirements into account.

6.2

Dynamics reduction and image enhancement

It is difficult to define the border between the dynamics reduction operators,
whose goal has been explained in the previous section, and the general image
enhancement operators. Despite the fact that the first set of techniques operates on HDR images and the second on low dynamic range (LDR) ones, the
two sets are definitely overlapping.
Let us start by analyzing what image enhancement means. According
to the book of Gonzales [48] “the principal objective of enhancement is to
process an image so that the result is more suitable than the original image for
a specific application.” They stress the word specific, because the techniques
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Figure 6.2: Image Bedroom.

Figure 6.3: Image Bedroom after image enhancement.
to be used are very problem dependent.
Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.4 present similar problems.
Fig. 6.2 is a scene of a room where a window is present. It was acquired by
a common LDR digital camera. The dynamics of the scene is high and without processing the outdoor details are visible, while the indoor part appears as
dark and the details could barely be distinguished. After the image enhancement (Fig. 6.3) both the indoor and the outdoor parts are well visualized.
Figure 6.4 shows a HDR image tone mapped with a simple operator such as
quantization. It looks very much like the image of Fig. 6.2. A good dynamics
reduction operator involves an image enhancement for better keeping the de-
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Figure 6.4: The HDR image Cathedral after linear quantization for display.
tails while reducing the dynamics (see for example figure 6.5). Sometimes this
kind of image enhancement is also called contrast enhancement. In chapter
8 this feature of the dynamics reduction operators is used to derive suitable
quality measures for the output images.
An example of authors who recognized the connection between HDR dynamics reduction and image enhancement is the work of Fattal et al. [58]:
they show the results of their algorithm both on the enhancing of low dynamic
range images and on the dynamic range reduction of HDR ones.
As a conclusion, there is a strict connection between image enhancement
techniques for improving the appearance of non uniformly illuminated images
and dynamics reduction operators. In chapter 7 we will present an algorithm
for dynamics reduction and image enhancement and we will show the results
in the two fields. Indeed, both are of interest for security applications: the
dynamics reduction because high dynamics sensors are becoming more and
more common in video surveillance and vision for industrial applications, the
image enhancement for dealing with different illumination conditions.

6.3

State of the art

There are basically two different approaches to the image enhancement and/or
dynamics reduction problem: one uses global operators and the other uses local operators. A global operator consists in a mapping of the grey/color
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Figure 6.5: The HDR image Cathedral after a locally adaptive dynamics
reduction algorithm for display.
levels according to some parameters or to the image characteristics. Some
simple global operators are the logarithmic mapping and the gamma correction. Global operators have the advantages of a low computational time and
the possibility of being implemented as a look-up table, speeding even more
the computation. One of the most recent global operators is the one by Reinhard [59]. It achieves good image results by means of some user parameters
controlling the intensity, the contrast and level of chromatic adaptation. The
limitation of the global operators is that they can hardly deal with images
with different luminosity levels and details in the same scene. For this reason
local methods have been devised. The idea behind the local methods is also
to mimic the local adaptation occurring in the human eye, which is one of
the reasons why we are able to cope with very large ranges of luminosity.
Local methods modify the current pixel value in accordance to the values in
a neighborhood.
A very simple and elegant model to approach the problem of image enhancement by means of a local method comes from the Retinex theory [60]. It
is based on the observation that the radiance that hits the sensor is the composition of the rays projected from the light sources (illumination) and the
intrinsic properties of the objects in the scene (reflectance). Hence, we can
control independently the illumination and the details, by separating these
two components. For example, the illumination can be enhanced in order
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to evenly distribute the illumination along the available dynamics, while the
details are kept unchanged. Conversely, we can enhance the details without
compromising the illumination.
Estimating the illumination is the core of the algorithms that fall in this
framework. Various methods have been proposed in the literature in order
to solve this problem [61, 62, 63, 64]. All these techniques are based on the
observation that the illumination varies smoothly in the areas of the scene
that are illuminated by the same source. However, abrupt variations can
occur across areas containing different light sources (e.g. an indoor scene
illuminated by artificial light with a window open toward the outside). Most
of the proposed algorithms are fairly burdensome since they either use large
neighbourhoods [61, 63] or are iterative [62, 64].
One problem which may be encountered when using Retinex-like approaches is the presence of halo artifacts. There are some algorithms which
specifically address the problem [65, 58, 66, 67]. Tumbling and Turk [65] use
the so-called Low Curvature Image Simplifier (LCIS), inspired by the concept
of anisotropic diffusion. LCIS decomposes the image in a coarse-to-fine hierarchy of smooth regions bounded by sharp gradient discontinuities. Only
the large features are compressed, while the fine ones, corresponding to the
details, are kept unchanged. The LCIS is computationally heavy. Fattal et al.
[58] work on the gradient field of the image and attenuate the magnitude of
the large gradients. The low dynamics image is obtained by solving a Poisson
equation. Durand and Dorsey [66] propose an illumination estimation based
on the bilateral filtering, which is a combination of a Gaussian smoothing filter
and an edge detection function which decreases the influence of the smoothing
for pixels with large intensity differences. Meylan and Suesstrunk [67] also
use an edge preserving filter for the estimation of the illumination with an
adaptive shape of the filter. Compared to the bilateral filter of Durand and
Dorsey, they report a better rendition in particular in dim areas.
These are the basic ideas of the algorithms for grey value images. The
problem of extending the same concepts to color images has different solutions
in the literature. Rahman et al. [61] in their multiscale Retinex process the
three R, G, B color channels independently, applying the Retinex processing
to all. They observe a graying out effect in some region of the image due to
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a desaturation of the color in the Retinex processing. They thus perform an
additional Color Restoration process to overcome the problem. A different
approach is to process the luminance channel only and then add back the
chrominance channels unchanged [68]. If L is the luminance channel and L0
is the luminance after processing, then the output for the red channel R (and
similarly the green and the blue channels) is as follows:
R0 = L0

R
.
L

(6.1)

The luminance channel L is usually calculated as a weighted mean of the three,
R, G and B, color channels, with the exception of Meylan and Suesstrunk
[67] who use a PCA decomposition. In order to control the level of saturation
an exponent s may be used:
 s
0
0 R
.
(6.2)
R =L
L
Fattal et al. [58] report good results for s values between 0.4 and 0.6. Alternatively, other color spaces can be used, such as the HSV or the Y CbCr. In
these cases the luminance channel only is processed (V and Y , respectively),
while the other two channels are kept unchanged.
Video sequences coming from real-time applications present further problems to be addressed. Namely, abrupt changes in the global illumination of the
scene may occur between frames, and the processing has to be accomplished
in real-time.
Actually, a straightforward extension of the previous approaches to video
sequences is to reduce the dynamics of the scene frame by frame: this is
the case of Hines et al. [69], Monobe et al. [70], Artusi et al. [71]. In
particular, the first one proposes a DSP implementation of the Single Scale
Retinex algorithm which is suitable for real-time applications. However, there
are some parameters to be tuned by hand in order to control the output visual
appearance and it is likely that, in the presence of large illumination variations
in the video sequence, the same parameter values are not suitable for all the
frames.
Hence, an automatic temporal adaptation should be better introduced.
In Pattanaik et al. [50], as well as in other works related to visualization for
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computer graphics applications [72, 73, 74, 75], a time varying parameter is
exploited, mimicking the HVS temporal adaptation to illumination changes
(see section 6.1). The different adaptation time of rods and cone, explained
in section 6.1, is taken into account. However, this is exactly the opposite
of what we want to obtain in security applications. In a driver assistance
system, when the car enters a tunnel, the processing should make the driver
see very well from the first instant, rather than smoothly and slowly adapt to
the new illumination.
Another solution is to filter the frames in the time domain, averaging the
current frame with the previous ones if certain conditions occur. Wang et al.
[76] recognize the importance of performing temporal filtering for avoiding
flash and flickering effects as well as color shifts. Bennett and McMillan [77]
also use a temporal filtering for enhancing dark videos, extending the bilateral
filtering of Durand and Dorsey [66] in the temporal direction. In both the
approaches there is a motion detection prior to the temporal filtering, in order
to avoid motion blurring. However, both algorithms require a high computational time and are not suitable for implementation on low-cost hardware for
real-time applications.
In chapter 7 a novel family of algorithms is introduced, which is called
Locally Adaptive dynamics Reduction (LARx). Its most important feature
is the operator used to estimate the illumination component, which is based
on a recursive IIR rational filter [78]. The filter performs an edge preserving
smoothing, thus overcoming the problem of halos artifacts. Recursive rational
filters allow to obtain long impulse responses at an extremely low computational effort, making the LAR algorithm well suited for real-time applications.
The concept is further extended to videos by the dynamics reduction for
video sequences algorithm (LARS), which accounts for global illumination
changes and preserve the temporal consistency, similarly to the works of Wang
et al. and Bennett and McMillan. In addition to this, a fast and low-cost
implementation for real-time applications is presented. As in the two approaches mentioned above, motion blurring should be prevented. However, a
motion estimation would require excessive computational time and resources.
Thus, we model motion as a local illumination change, and we temporally
smooth out only the global illumination changes. Moreover, in the hardware
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implementation, with the aim of using less memory and of speeding up the
computation, we use a sub-sampled version of the frame, following the idea
of Artusi et al. [71] and Durand and Dorsey [66].

Chapter 7

Video Dynamics Reduction

The Locally Adaptive dynamics Reduction algorithm for Video sequences
(LARS) is tailored for security applications in which the video sequence is acquired either by a high dynamics sensor or by a low dynamics one under poor
illumination conditions. The algorithm is introduced in Sec. 7.1. Experimental results on surveillance video and on vehicle driving assistance sequences
are presented in Sec. 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, respectively. In section 7.2.3 it is shown
that the algorithm can also work in real-time on a low-cost hardware [79]. Finally, in Sec. 7.3 the problem of acquisition noise is tackled, and preliminary
solutions are proposed.

7.1

The algorithm

In this section the Locally Adaptive dynamics Reduction algorithm family
(LARx) is introduced, with particular attention to the version for video sequences (LARS). In addition to the dynamics reduction purpose, the LARS
algorithm can also be used to enhance low dynamics videos, as it will be shown
in section 7.2.1, making it suitable for most security applications. Despite the
number of parameters it has, in Sec. 7.1.1 we show that, once the camera
is chosen, the parameters can be set according to its characteristics and do
not need to be tuned by the user during the processing. With respect to the
algorithms for dynamics reduction present in the literature (see Sec. 6.3) the
LARS algorithm is not computationally heavy, and it can run in real-time on
a low-cost hardware, such as an FPGA (as it will be shown in section 7.2.3).
Moreover, the algorithm accounts for global illumination changes, which can
easily occur in security applications.
Similarly to many other dynamics reduction techniques, the LAR algorithm family is based on the Retinex theory [60].The theory states that an
123
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Figure 7.1: Block diagram of the proposed algorithm

input image, I(x, y), can be considered as the result of the point-by-point
product of the illumination L(x, y) of the scene and the reflectance R(x, y) of
the objects:
I(x, y) = L(x, y)R(x, y) .
(7.1)
In Retinex-like approaches, the L(x, y) and R(x, y) components are estimated
from the available I(x, y) data. Then, they are suitably modified (in the HDR
case, the dynamics of the illumination component is usually reduced, while
the reflectance is enhanced). Finally, the components are re-assembled to
yield the output image I0 (x, y). Equation 7.1 is intended for a linear input. In
case of high dynamics sensors with a logarithmic output [80], the hypothesis
of Equation 7.1 is replaced by:
log I = log L + log R.

(7.2)

When dealing with video sequences (LARS algorithm), several further issues
arise. In particular we have to take into account large variations in the global
illumination of the scene between consecutive frames. In order to obtain a
more uniform appearance of the sequence, we extract the global illumination
from the scene and smooth out its abrupt temporal variations.
A block-scheme of our complete LARS algorithm is shown in Figure 7.1.
d using an edge-preserving
We estimate the illumination component L = logL
low-pass filter. The reflectance R is obtained by difference between the input
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I = logI and the illumination, R = I − L. The illumination component for
the t-th frame, L, is separated into local (LL ) and global (LG ) illumination.
LL is intended to contain the local illumination variations in the scene (due to
objects in motion, e.g. the lights of a car traveling in the opposite direction).
LG should represent the global sensation of illumination, i.e. the ‘measure’
that human beings use to judge if a picture is lighter or darker than another
one.
More in detail, with this objective in mind we first compute L as in Marsi
et al. [78] using a Recursive Rational Filter:
L(x, y) =

1
·
Sv (x, y) + Sh (x, y) + 1
· {κ [L(x, y − 1)Sv + L(x − 1, y)Sh ] +
+ [(Sv (x, y) + Sh (x, y))(1 − κ) + 1] ·
·I(x, y)} ,

where I(x, y) is the value of the pixel in position (x, y) in the input image I,
κ is the recursion coefficient. Sh and Sv are the edge sensors in the horizontal
and vertical directions, respectively:
#
"

δ1 + I(x − 1, y) 2
+ δ2 ,
(7.3)
Sh (x, y) = Ts / log
δ1 + I(x + 1, y)
"
Sv (x, y) = Ts /

δ1 + I(x, y − 1)
log
δ1 + I(x, y + 1)

2

#
+ δ2 ,

(7.4)

where δ1 , δ2 are two small constants that prevent illegal operations, and Ts is
a coefficient used to trigger the sensor response.
Then, we extract the global illumination, LG , applying a linear narrow
band low-pass filter to L. The local illumination is computed as LL = L−LG .
We use only the global illumination channel, LG , for temporal filtering.
The amount of temporal smoothing is controlled by a parameter α, in the
range [0, αmax ]. It determines the influence of the previous frames on the
current one:
L̃G (t) = (1 − α(t)) · LG (t) + α(t) · LG (t − 1),

(7.5)
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where α(t) denotes α at the t−th frame. Here, LG (t) and LG (t − 1) are the
global illumination of the current and of the previous frames, respectively.
At the beginning of the sequence we set α(0) = 0. When a sharp variation
occurs, α(t) is set to a high value. Conversely, if there is small variation
between LG (t) and LG (t − 1), α(t) becomes smaller and smaller. We use the
following formula:
(
αmax
if (µ(t) − µ(t − 1))2 > τ,
α(t) =
(7.6)
α(t − 1)/ρ otherwise,
where µ(t) and µ(t − 1) are the mean gray values of the current and previous
frames, respectively. The effects of the difference between neighboring frames
can be tuned by means of the threshold τ . The parameter ρ > 1 is related to
the speed of adaptation to the current illumination.
The corrected global illumination, L̃G in Equation 7.5, is added back to the
local illumination, LL . The resulting illumination channel LGL is remapped
by Equation 7.7:
LGL (x, y) − µ
L̃(x, y) =
·r+m
(7.7)
σ
where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the pixel distribution
in LGL . The parameters r and m are determined experimentally to fit the
display range and mean values. Finally, the corrected illumination, L̃, and
reflectance channels are recombined as
I˜ = L̃ + γR,

(7.8)

where γ is a constant which provides an enhancement of the details.
The algorithm version described above is referred in the following as Normalization and Temporal filtering (LARS-NT). There are two other possible
versions of the algorithm which do not include a temporal frame filtering:
• gamma adaptive frame by frame (LARS-GFF), where the frame luminosity is adapted by means of a gamma correction and γill varies
according to the average luminance in the actual frame:

L̃(x, y) = L(x, y)γill (t)
(7.9)
γill (t) = mean(L)(γM AX − γM IN ) + γM IN ,
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where γM IN and γM AX are chosen properly according to the taste of
the user and to the display device;
• normalization frame by frame (LARS-NFF):
L̃(x, y) =

L(x, y) − µ
∗ r + m.
σ

(7.10)

The LAR algorithm for still images is based on the same equations with
the only difference that it does not include the temporal adaptation block.
As explained in Sec. 6.3 different approaches for dealing with the color
exist. In the LARx algorithm family we adopt the approach of performing
the processing only on the luminance channel, keeping the chrominances unchanged. To do this, we work on the Y CbCr color space, where only the Y
is processed, and the Cb and Cr are added back at the end of the processing.
Operating only on the luminance channel has the advantage of a low computational time with respect to performing the dynamics reduction on the three
R, G, B channel independently.

7.1.1

Setting the parameters

While in the enhancement or dynamics reduction of still images the algorithm
parameters can be tuned by hand by the final user according to his taste, it is
highly unlikely that the user do the same for every frame in the video security
sequence. Moreover, the final user is in general a person which is not expert
in image processing, and too many parameters could confuse him. In this
section it is explained how the parameters can be chosen at once, according
to the specific application or camera characteristics.
With reference to the different blocks in Figure 7.1, the parameters involved in the algorithm are the following:
κ, Ts Coefficients for the illumination estimation [78] in blocks “nonlinear
lowpass”; the first parameter, which has values in [0, 1], defines the
amount of recursion of the filter: the low-pass effect is strong when
κ is close to 1. The second one is a threshold for the edge sensors,
which is responsible for the edge preserving feature of the filter. Our
experiments showed that κ and Ts depend only on the resolution of the
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acquired video: a small frame size will usually present sharp edges and
on the other hand will not require a strong low-pass effect, thus the
smaller the frame size the higher the Ts constant and the farther from
1 is κ

αmax Parameter for the temporal filter in block “temporal lowpass”; this is
usually set to a value close to 1, in order to have a strong influence of the
previous frames in case a change in the global illumination is detected
τ Threshold for α in block “temporal lowpass”: it determines the amount of
change in illumination which activates the temporal filtering
ρ In block “temporal lowpass”; this parameter determines how fast the temporal filtering ends its effect after a global illumination change is detected; it can be set by taking into account the camera frame rate
r, m (or γM IN,M AX ) In block “normalize”, they are related to the display;
in practice, good results are obtained with most displays by setting m
to the mean luminance value and r to half the range of the display
γ Multiplicative coefficient for detail enhancement in block “gamma”; it has
integer values in [1, 10], it can be set according to the camera characteristics; it is set to 1 in case of strongly noisy camera, in order to avoid
enhancing the noise contained in the reflectance component; otherwise
it can be set to higher values.

7.2
7.2.1

Experimental results
Video Surveillance

Sequence 3 (figure 7.2) was acquired by an indoor video surveillance color
camera under poor illumination conditions. The frame size is 512 × 640. The
video has a low dynamic range, and the LARS algorithm is applied with the
aim of improving the visibility, in particular in the dark area on the left.
The results are shown in Fig. 7.2: the LARS algorithm enhances the
details better than other methods such as gamma or logarithmic correction
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Figure 7.2: Sequence 3 results (from top to bottom and from left to right):
original, gamma correction, logaritmic correction, histogram equalization,
LARS algorithm.

Method
LARS-NT
LARS-GFF
LARS-NFF

Processing time (s/frame)
1.43
1.17
0.75

Table 7.1: Processing times.
(see for example the buttons on the shirt), and also preserves the color better
than histogram equalization.
The three versions of the LARS algorithm are compared in Fig. 7.3. In
general the results of LARS-NFF and LARS-NT are comparable. The results
of LARS-GFF show in general poor contrast. The average processing times
for Sequence 3 are shown in Table 7.1. A Pentium 4 @ 2GHz, RAM 640MB
with Matlab software has been used for the experiments.
In this video surveillance application, the LARS-NFF algorithm is the
most suitable solution, because the appearance is good and the time of processing is less than LARS-NT, since no temporal filtering is accomplished.
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Figure 7.3: Sequence 3: original (top left), LARS-NT (top right), LARS-GFF
(bottom left), LARS-NFF (bottom right).

7.2.2

Vehicle driving assistance

In order to test the performance of the video dynamics reduction (LARS)
for vehicle driving assistance applications, two different HDR sequences have
been acquired. Sequence 1 was acquired by means of a sensor belonging to
the Pupilla family [51], while Sequence 2 by means of an Ethercam [81] with
a different sensor [52]. The cameras are mounted on the rear mirror of a car.
The frame size is 125 × 86 for Sequence 1 and 160 × 120 for Sequence 2, and
the frame rate is 24 frame/sec for both sequences. The input dynamics of
the cameras is 10 bit/pixel. The output dynamics we want to obtain is 8
bit/pixel.
Sequence 1 presents some critical scenes, such as backlights and direct
sunlight on the camera lens. Moreover, the sunlight is periodically obscured
by trees on one side of the road. This leads to annoying flashing effects due
to sudden illumination variations. Both the mean luminance and the mean
contrast change abruptly.
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Figure 7.4: Three consecutive frames from Sequence 1: the high dynamics
camera is mounted on the rear mirror of a car. A part of the car can be
recognized on the left. In the center there is the road. On the upper right
part the trees at the road border can be recognized, with the sunlight passing
through the trees. The scene presents difficulties related to the low quality,
low resolution and fixed pattern noise of the sensor. The left column shows
a linear remapping of the input. The right column shows the result of the
proposed algorithm. Notice that the dark flashes (sequence of bright, dark,
bright frames) present in the original sequence are removed in the processed
one.
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Figure 7.5: Sequence 2: original, LARS-NT, LARS-GFF, LARS-NFF.

Figure 7.6: Sequence 1: linear quantization, LARS-NT, LARS-GFF, LARSNFF.

Figure 7.4 shows three consecutive frames of Sequence 1, where the flashing effect is visible: notice the abrupt illumination change in the second frame
where a tree blocks direct sunlight on the sensor. The columns show, respectively, linear remapping and the result of our algorithm. Clearly, the input
sequence has low contrast and presents flashes. Our algorithm remarkably reduces this effect. Illumination variations are smoother but still local contrast
is well exploited.
In figure 7.5 the behavior of the algorithm in a dark shot of the video
is shown. All the three versions of the algorithm are able to enhance the
visibility in the dark scene.
The output of the three different versions of the algorithm (LARS-NT,
LARS-GFF, LARS-NFF) are additionally compared in figure 7.6 for Sequence
1 and in figure 7.7 for Sequence 2. In the latter a problem in the two versions
involving normalization is clearly visible: if using the same parameters as in
Fig. 7.5, the LARS-NT and LARS-NFF make the road, which was saturated
white in the original, look gray in the processed frames. This happens in
those frames where the average value of luminance, even after the luminance
reduction, is still far from 0.5. In this case it may be necessary to use different
values for the r and m parameters (equations 7.7 and 7.10).
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Figure 7.7: Sequence 2: original video, LARS-NT, LARS-GFF (γM IN = 0.3,
γM AX = 0.8), LARS-NFF.

Figure 7.8: Sequence 2, frame 141 (top) −142 (bottom): original, LARS-NT,
LARS-GFF, LARS-NFF.

In figure 7.8 a problem which may occur in the LARS-NT is shown. The
temporal filtering is on because the car passing in the foreground is perceived
by the algorithm as an abrupt illumination change, producing a ghosting
effect. The example shows that the parameter tuning is very important for
the LARS-NT, and that it must be better used under controlled environment
conditions.
In general, according to our experiments, the LARS-GFF algorithm showed
a good performance, and it is thus preferable in driving assistance applications.
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Figure 7.9: Single frame from Sequence 2: input frame (upper left), histogram equalization (upper right), our algorithm (bottom left), simulation of
the hardware implementation of our algorithm (bottom right). Notice that
our algorithm yields a better visual quality than a simple global operator as
histogram equalization. In particular, the details are better rendered, and
this is true even with the simplified version for the hardware implementation.

7.2.3

Low-cost hardware implementation

In some of the real-time video processing applications (e.g. driver assistance, traffic monitoring) the video processing task has to be accomplished
by low-cost hardware embedded in the camera box (this is the case of Smart
Cameras). Different hardware solutions can be chosen. ASICs (Application
Specific Integrated Circuits) provide the performance needed for the video
processing, but they have a long development time, high cost, and flexibility
limitations. DSPs (Digital Signal Processors) are another possible solution,
providing high performance and flexibility, but they are either too expensive
for cost-effective consumer applications or not suitable for high-rates real-time
processing, for which a direct hardware implementation of the algorithms is
needed. FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate Arrays) offer a hardware-based
speed close to that of an ASIC together with the flexibility of DSPs. In the
latest years the number of logic blocks integrated in the FPGAs has significantly increased, making FPGAs an interesting solution to perform image
and video processing tasks with a cost-effective device.
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κ
Ts
ε
s
N
N1
r
m
αmax
τ
ρ
γ
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0.7
2 · 10−4
0.12
4
5
3
0.21
0.5
0.95
0.4
1.1
6

Table 7.2: Parameters for the case study implementation, assuming the input
image range is between 0 and 1.
In order to be implemented on an FPGA, the LARS algorithm described
in Sec. 7.1 should be improved in terms of the amount of memory blocks
needed, the number of multipliers needed, and the computation speed [79].
As a first simplification, the background illumination is decimated before
temporal filtering. We observed indeed that full-resolution is not needed, since
the background illumination contains only the lowest frequencies of the input
frame. By working at low resolution we can store the background illumination
channel in its down-sampled version, rather than at full resolution. This turns
out to be a significant memory saving. After temporal filtering the signal is
interpolated.
The algorithm for estimating the illumination of the scene that was presented in Section 7.1 is rather burdensome to be implemented on the FPGA.
In real-time video applications, where the quality of the image sequence is
usually low, the horizontal and vertical edge sensors can be replaced by two
binary operators with the following expressions:

Sh (x, y) →

(
∞
0

if |I(x − 1, y) − I(x + 1, y)| < ε,
otherwise;

(7.11)
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Sv (x, y) →

(
∞
0

if |I(x, y − 1) − I(x, y + 1)| < ε,

(7.12)

otherwise,

where ε is a threshold parameter, to be set according to the environment
where the CMOS sensor camera will operate. According to the resulting
binary values of Sh and Sv , we perform different operations to estimate the
illumination:
• vertical smoothing (Hv ) if
Sv (x, y) → ∞ ∧ Sh (x, y) → 0;

(7.13)

• horizontal smoothing (Hh ) if
Sh (x, y) → ∞ ∧ Sv (x, y) → 0;

(7.14)

• plus-shaped smoothing (Hp ) if
Sh (x, y) → ∞ ∧ Sv (x, y) → ∞;

(7.15)

• no operation otherwise.
The illumination for the t-th frame is estimated as:
L(x, y) = I(x, y) ⊗ H(x, y),

(7.16)

where H(x, y) is chosen among Hh , Hv and Hp according to the values of
Sv (x, y) and Sh (x, y), and ⊗ denotes convolution. The mask sizes of the filter
Hh , Hv and Hp are 1 × N1 , N1 × 1 and N1 × N1 , respectively.
The global illumination, LG , is estimated from the illumination component, L, using a low-pass filter with mask size N .
Prior to the temporal smoothing, the new frame is decimated in the horizontal and vertical directions by a factor s. Hence, the resized frame is s × s
times smaller than the full-resolution frame. The down-sampling factor, s, is
selected with respect to the frame size of the camera. After temporal smoothing, the output frame is interpolated back using two linear interpolators, one
for each direction. The mask size of the two linear interpolators is s.

7.2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
System Gates
Logic Cells
CLBs
Distributed RAM (bits)
Block RAM (bits)
Dedicated Multipliers
DCMs
Maximum User I/O
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1M
17, 280
1, 920
120K
432K
24
4
391

Table 7.3: Features of the commercial FPGA used.
As a case study, we evaluate the feasibility of the implementation of the
proposed algorithm on a commercial FPGA, the characteristics of which are
reported in Table 7.3. Some implementation choices are strictly related to the
specific FPGA employed. In case another model is used, the implementation
can be further improved to fit the features of the FPGA used.
The edge-preserving smoothing for the estimation of the illumination L is
performed by a pair of 3-tap filters, one for each direction. A filter is activated
when the corresponding edge sensor is inactive (i.e. no edge is detected). This
block is implemented using 2 MAC 3 taps FIR filters. Two frame lines are
stored in the Block RAM (BRAM) memory.
The low-pass filter for LG calculation is a 5 × 5 filter, implemented by
means of 5 MAC 5 taps FIR filters. These filtering structures can perform
5 operations (sums and multiplications) per clock cycle. This is obtained
thanks to an FPGA DCM that increases the filter inner clock frequency with
respect to the external frequency. MAC n taps FIR can be realised either
using Block RAMs (BRAMs) or the distributed RAM in the CLBs; we choose
the latter solution. The 5 FIR filters require to store four frame lines into the
BRAMs.
The previous frame must be stored for temporal filtering. It is downsampled to 1/4 in both directions (1/16 memory) and stored in a BRAM
memory. We do not account for the down-sampling block since its requirements are negligible. The interpolation block performs a weighted sum of four
input pixels in the down-sampled frame. The weights depend on the position
of the pixel in the up-sampled frame. This block is thus implemented by
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total
available

Slice
890
7680

FF
1362
7680

BRAM
20
24

Multipliers
16
24

Table 7.4: Total resources needed by the proposed algorithm and resources
available on the selected hardware
means of six multiplier blocks and some additional LUTs.
The normalization block requires the evaluation of some global frame parameters, such as the mean and luminance values of the illumination channel.
This requires the current (full-sized) frame to be stored in the BRAM memory. The detail emphasizing is a simple multiplication by a constant. It is
implemented using a single multiplier. Finally, adder blocks are required to
recombine signals.
Figure 7.9 shows a comparison between the histogram equalization and
the hardware implementation of our algorithm. The quality of the latter is
still better than the quality of the histogram equalization. Table 7.2 shows
the parameters we used in the experiments.
Table 7.4 shows a comparison between the overall resources required and
the resources available on the FPGA. We employ less than 50% of the available
Flip Flops and Slices, and less than 85% BRAMs and Multipliers.
Our input stream has a frame rate of 24 frame/sec, and the frame is
125 × 86 pixels wide. The resulting pixel rate is then 258K pixel/sec. Taking
into account that some filters, such as the MAC FIRs 5 taps, require 5 clock
ticks to process a pixel, the minimum clock frequency required is 1, 3 MHz.
The maximum system clock rate of the FPGA is 326 MHz. This rate depends
on how the device has been programmed, and may be somehow lower in
the multiplier blocks. Anyway, our requirements are much lower than the
capabilities of the FPGA.
In the case the frame size of the sequence to be acquired and processed
in real-time is bigger, the most critical resource to take into account is the
BRAM memory, which is mostly needed by the temporal filtering and the
normalization blocks. A different FPGA should thus be selected, either belonging to the same low-end family, or to a high-end family. A QCIF format
sequence can be processed in real-time using a higher performance FPGA
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model belonging to the same commercial low-cost low-end FPGA family as
the one considered here. If the most powerful FPGA belonging to same lowcost low-end family is used, a sequence with frame size up to a quarter PAL
can be processed in real-time by our algorithm.

7.3

Dealing with noise

In chapter 6 we observed that three methods for generating HDR images exist:
combination of multi-exposures photographs, radiance maps simulation by
means of computer graphics techiniques, and high dynamics CMOS sensors.
We also analyzed the peculiar features of these three methods. In the same
chapter we explained that there exist some analogies between the problem
of tone mapping and the general problem of enhancing low dynamics images
with poor illuminated areas.
In the two security applications shown in section 7.2, i.e. vehicle driving
assistance and surveillance, the source of images is either a high dynamics
sensor or a common low dynamics one. In both cases a problem to be taken
into consideration is the presence of acquisition noise. The algorithm for
dynamics reduction and image enhancement described in section 7.1, as most
of the algorithms in the literature used for the same aim, are not designed for
noisy sources. Being noise a variation of intensities in a local neighborhood,
the algorithm treats it as if it were detail, with the result of enhancing it in
the output image or video.
Rahman et al. analyse the problem of sensor noise in low illuminated
areas, and they study the effect of applying a generic denoising filter either
before or after their algorithm for image enhancement (the Multiscale Retinex
With Color Restoration, MSRCR) [82]. They find out that better results
are obtained when applying the denoising prior to the image enhancement
processing.
Bennett and McMillan [77] developed an algorithm for enhancement of
poorly illuminated video sequences, and they take into account the sensor
noise. They also present a classification of the different types of sensor noise:
readout, photon shot, dark current, fixed pattern noise and noise due to the
non-uniform photon response. They remove the dark current noise and the
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Figure 7.10: Denoising: original frame, output after LAR processing, output
after LAR and denoising by a Shape Adaptive DCT (SA-DCT) filter [83] [84].

fixed pattern noise by subtraction of a reference image, taken at the same
temperature and exposure. Moreover, they assume that photon shot and redout noise are signals with zero mean, thus they can be removed by averaging
the pixels values between adjacent frames (the averaging is done under the
hypothesis that the camera has a linear response). For the image enhancement they thus use a bilateral filter extended in the time domain, where the
pixels not in motion are denoised by the averaging described above. The algorithm seems rather burdensome, the reported processing time is 1 minute
per frame with frame size 640 × 480. They observe that the algorithm performance strongly depends on the motion detection performance (a method
based on optical flow is used). The motion detection is made difficult by the
fact that it is operating on an underexposed video.
We conducted some first experiments using a denoising filtering after the
LAR operator. The results are shown in Fig. 7.10, 7.12, and 7.13. Two
different denoising filters have been used: the Shape Adaptive DCT (SADCT) of Foi et al. [83] [84] and the rational filter [85].
Although a noise reduction is visibly achieved, the results are not very
satisfactory on the point of view of the motion detection, because the experiments on automatic motion detection did not show a significant improvement.
We explored another solution, consisting in performing the noise reduction
and the image enhancement at the same time, by means of a modification of
the LARS algorithm described in section 7.1.
With reference to Fig. 7.1, an additional temporal filtering is performed on
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Figure 7.11: Omindirectional camera sequence (logarithmic visualization): a
frame, a detail.

Figure 7.12: Denoising results for sequence in Fig. 7.11: original, LAR +
SADCT.
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Figure 7.13: Denoising results for sequence in Fig. 7.11: original, rational
filter [85] with size k = 1 and number of iterations = 20, rational filter [85]
with size k = 0.8 and number of iteration = 10.

the reflectance channel R. The reflectance temporal filtering can be used in all
the LARS algorithm versions described in Sec. 7.1. The idea is that the noise,
which is present mainly in the detail channel R for the considerations done
above, is temporally averaged. The real scene details, which are in the same
channel R, are not altered by this temporal averaging, but rather enhanced.
The approach is quite simple and not burdensome. However, the drawback is
that moving parts are also temporally filtered, and this could yield smoothing
or halos effects. In the sequence used in the experiments (figure 7.14) this
problem is not evident, because the motion is rather slow with respect to the
frame rate of 25 frame/sec. Moreover, the edges of the moving part should
fall in the illumination component, because for the illumination extraction
an edge preserving smoothing is used. The problem would probably be more
evident in moving parts with texture, and in this case artifacts may appear.
As a future development, an iterative procedure should be explored, which
alternates temporal filtering and motion estimation with gradual refinements.
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Figure 7.14: Algorithm LARS (left) and the algorithm with temporal filtering
of the reflectance channel (right).

Chapter 8

How to evaluate the quality?

In Chapter 6 the state of the art in image enhancing and dynamics reduction (or tone mapping) for High Dynamics Range images has been analyzed.
We have seen that many techniques exist in the literature. A novel dynamics reduction operator has been proposed in Chapter 7, and its application
to video security sequences has been shown. In this chapter we tackle the
problem of evaluating the performance of such algorithms using an objective
measure, while usually the evaluation is done subjectively by looking at the
low-dynamics output image (section 8.1). Three different methods are proposed: the first one [86] is based on the co-occurrence matrix and is presented
in section 8.2, the second [87] aims at exploiting the local contrast (section
8.3), and the third one [88] consists in acquiring images of the same scene using different illuminations (section 8.4). The experimental results obtained by
the three methods are presented in section 8.5. For simplicity, the discussions
in this chapter refer to still images. Many of these concepts can be applied
to videos as well, though in the video case some additional concepts about
temporal consistency must be introduced.

8.1

The problem

Some studies [89] use preference and similarity between tone-mapped images
expressed by observers to rate tone mapping operators. However, we cannot
rely on visual observation to rate the quality of tone-mapped images without
any reference scene. Even if HDR displays have been used to evaluate tone
mapping techniques [90], this method can only cope with scenes whose dynamics fits in the displayable range of the HDR device. Moreover, and most
important, the display should first be validated against reality.
In order to overcome these limitations, tone-mapped images can be evalu145
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ated against the corresponding real scene [91]. However, psychophysical data
shows that the immersive visual experience of everyday life is much richer
than a displayed scene, however high the dynamics of the display might be.
Peripheral effects can indeed affect the global impression conveyed by a real
scene. Acquisition devices do not capture these contributions. Hence, the
evaluation rating can be biased by external uncontrollable factors.
Due to the low reproducibility of such experiments and to the difficulty in
setting them up, we focused on evaluation methods that do not rely on user
observation.
Quality measures for images can be divided into full-reference, no-reference,
reduced reference measures, depending on whether the full original (ideal) image is available, or some partial information on it, or it is not at all available,
respectively.
Full-reference image quality measures compute the similarity between the
original and processed images [92]. They are mainly used for evaluating the
loss of information due to lossy compression or noise corruption. Classical
measures are the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the mean squared
error (MSE). Other measures [93] try to mimic the behaviour of the human
visual system (HVS).
In general, there are two main reasons why these image quality measures are not suitable to evaluate the performance of dynamics-reduction algorithms. First, they favor algorithms which produce little image variations,
since they penalize pixel-wise differences between the original and processed
images. However, it is very likely that local dynamics-reduction algorithms
introduce distortion and vary consistently the overall luminance of the image to preserve image details. For example, in figure 8.1(a) the quantization
algorithm produces a worse image than the locally-adaptive algorithm LAR
introduced in chapter 7 (figure 8.1(c)). Nonetheless, general image quality
measures score it better: the output image is closer to the original HDR input, since it consists of a simple linear re-mapping of the grey levels of the
HDR image. Conversely, the locally-adaptive algorithm non-linearly changes
the overall luminance of the image to preserve the details.
A second issue is that the reference image and the processed image have
different dynamics. In some way we are in the case of reduced reference
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(b) Saturation.

(c) A locally-adaptive
algorithm [78]

Figure 8.1: Cathedral HDR image. Comparison between the output of three
different methods to reduce the dynamics of HDR pictures: quantization,
saturation, and a more sophisticated locally-adaptive algorithm [78].

measures. Computing measures such as the mean squared error is not obvious
between two images with different dynamics. For example, if the HDR image
has 10 bit/pixel (grey levels are integers in the interval [0, 1023]) and the
output low dynamic range (LDR) image has 8 bit/pixel (grey levels range in
[0, 255]), then the difference between these values is weighted more for high
values (bright pixels).
To overcome the problem of visualizing the input HDR image, a tool based
on the co-occurrence matrix is introduced in Sec. 8.2. The input (HDR) and
the output (LDR) are transformed in the co-occurrence space, which can
be visualized. Moreover, quantitative measures are derived from this space.
Another solution for comparing input HDR images and output LDR is to
acquire new images with different illumination conditions, to use the best one
as a reference, and to measure the quality of the algorithm output on the
other images with respect to the reference. This method is presented in Sec.
8.4.
Finally, another solution is to focus on the contrast enhancement feature
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of the tone mapping operators. Quality measures for contrast enhancement
are reviewed in Sec. 8.3, and a suitable quality measure is designed.

8.2

The co-occurrence matrix based tool

In this section a comprehensive tool, based on the co-occurrence matrix, is
presented [86]. The tool allows to measure many useful features of the tone
mapping operators and can be conveniently used for visual evaluation, overcoming the problem that the HDR image can not be visualized.
The co-occurrence matrix was introduced by Haralick et al. [94]. It is
commonly used for texture analysis [95]. Each matrix element Mθ,d (i, j) represents the joint probability that two image pixels that are neighbors in the
direction θ at a distance d have gray values equal to i and j [94]. Four directions are usually considered in texture analysis, θ = 0, 45, 90, 135 degrees.
The distance, d, is usually set to 1. Hence, four matrices are built. The width
and height of the matrices are equal to the number of possible grey levels.
Usually, natural scenes do not have a preferred texture orientation. For
this reason, the contributions of the matrices in different directions can be
summed up in a unique matrix
1 X
Pd (i, j) =
Mθ,d (i, j) ,
(8.1)
kSk
θ∈S

where S = {0, 45, 90, 135}. The matrix Pd (i, j) exploits the local distribution
of intensity values of the input image. An example is shown in Figure 8.5.
The main diagonal of the matrix, from the upper-left to the bottom-right
corner, represents uniform regions (i.e. regions where neighboring pixels have
the same value). Often, natural images have wide uniform regions. Hence,
the distribution of co-occurrence values is higher along the main diagonal.
Lines orthogonal to the main diagonal give information about local transitions (edges) in the image. The strength of an edge is proportional to the
distance of the corresponding element from the main diagonal. The information carried in the co-occurrence matrix is richer than the information
contained in the histogram, or given by common contrast measures. Comparing the co-occurrence matrices before and after processing shows how the
algorithm re-distributes intensity values and modifies the local contrast.
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In order to obtain a quantitative and immediate description of the effects
of an operator, some features are calculated from the co-occurrence matrix
P (i, j) = P1 (i, j). Feature values can be compared before and after the processing to measure quantitatively the performance of the algorithm. In this
section, we describe some suitable features and discuss their relevance for
performance evaluation.
The most common features in texture analysis are the angular second
moment (ASM), the contrast, and the correlation [94]. We also use the sum
average [94]. Since we compare images with different dynamics (i.e. different
bit-depth) our measures must range in the same interval. Hence, we do not
use the standard definition of features because some of them do not range in
[0, 1]. The normalized expressions of the relevant features are
ASM =

Ng Ng
X
X

{P (i, j)}2 ,

(8.2)

i=1 j=1
Ng Ng
X
X
1
Contrast =
(i − j)2 P (i, j) ,
(Ng − 1)2

(8.3)

i=1 j=1

N g Ng
X
X

Correlation =

(i − µx )(j − µy )P (i, j)

i=1 j=1

σx σy

SumAverage = µx+y

2Ng
1 X
=
kpx+y (k) ,
2Ng

,

(8.4)

(8.5)

k=2

where
Ng
Ng
X
X
i
P (i, j) ,
µx =
i=1

Ng
Ng
X
X
µy =
j
P (i, j) ,
j=1

σx2 =

Ng
X
i=1

(8.6)

j=1

(8.7)

i=1

(i − µx )2

Ng
X
j=1

P (i, j) ,

(8.8)
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σy2

=

Ng
X

2

(j − µy )

j=1

px+y (k) =

X

Ng
X

P (i, j) ,

(8.9)

i=1

P (i, j)

k = 2, 3, . . . , 2Ng ,

(8.10)

i,j, i+j=k

and Ng is the number of distinct luminance levels (i.e. Ng = 2b , where b is
the bit-depth of the image).
The ASM measures the homogeneity of the image [94]. It is high if few
elements of the matrix are non-null, i.e. the image has a few distinct gray
values and few transitions. This is often the case of synthetic images (e.g.
banners) and quantized pictures. Hence, we expect that the ASM is high if
the processing involves some form of quantization.
The contrast is related to the shape of the matrix along the direction
orthogonal to the main diagonal. This shape corresponds to local contrast.
We expect that this parameter increases if a contrast enhancement is performed. In dynamics reduction applications, we may be interested in keeping
the local contrast of the low-dynamics image close to the contrast of the HDR
image. Hence, this feature should show little variation, if no enhancement is
done. The contrast feature gives information on spatial relationships between
luminance values that cannot be extracted from the image histogram.
The correlation measures linear dependency among neighboring pixels. It
gives a measure of abrupt transitions in the image. Since natural scenes usually do not show abrupt transitions, the correlation is generally high (close to
1). When enhancing the contrast or reducing the dynamics of an image, some
detail in the original image can be lost. Hence, this parameter can slightly
decrease. In particular, a strong reduction is expected when the algorithm
introduces artifacts. The correlation feature ranges in [−1, 1]. Values close to
0 mean that there is no linear dependence between neighboring pixels, while
values close to −1 indicate an inverse linear dependence.
The sum average feature measures the average distribution of non-null
matrix values in the directions parallel to the diagonal. It gives a measure of
the distribution of intensity values along the available dynamics. It acts like
the average grey value of the histogram. If dark areas are predominant on
bright patches, this value will fall below 0.5. Conversely, in well contrasted
images the value of the sum average is close to 0.5.
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Experimental results using the co-occurrence matrix based tool are presented in Sec. 8.5.

8.3

Exploiting the local contrast

In this section another objective measure to judge the performance of dynamics reduction algorithms is presented [87]. While the measure described in
the previous section aimed at exploiting a number of relevant features of the
algorithms, this measure focuses only on one feature, the local contrast enhancement. There is a relation between the measure which is being presented
here and the co-occurrence matrix feature Contrast described in the previous
section. The measure presented here is more precise and it is more suitable
to HDR images generated by multiple-exposure techniques.
Preserving image details often involves contrast enhancement (see Sec.
6.2). This is what happens in Figure 8.1. In order to build a quality measure
based on the contrast enhancement feature of tone mapping operators, we
must turn to the relatively poor literature of methods which evaluate contrast
enhancement algorithms for more suitable quality measures. There is no
widely accepted objective measure to evaluate the performance of contrast
enhancing techniques. Common approaches evaluate local contrast, weighting
more the gain or loss in small detail. The idea is that low-contrast areas do not
have significant detail, while strong edges do not need enhancing. Conversely,
low-amplitude edges (e.g. in textures) must be enhanced, since they may be
scarcely visible and nonetheless convey important visual information. Hence,
the input and output images are segmented with respect to the amount of local
contrast. Then, the gain or loss in image detail is evaluated separately for each
segment. The methods in this framework differ mainly in the computation
of local contrast and in the segmentation. Vanzo et al. [96] compute a local
variance of the input image, and segment the image into detail and background
variance (DV and BV) areas by thresholding the variance. Low variance is
related to the background, while high variance should represent the details (i.e.
what should be enhanced). The average value of the background and detail
variances in the output image are compared with the ones of the input image.
Contrast enhancing algorithms are supposed to increase DV, while leaving
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unchanged BV. This evaluation has been used recently by [97] and [98].
Ji et al. [99] compute the local contrast using the so-called spatial activity [100], and then use it to partition the images into background, details, and
strong edges, following the idea that the details should be enhanced, while
keeping unchanged the contrast in smooth areas as well as strong-edges. They
partition the contrast levels into intervals. For each interval, they compute
the differences between the average contrast values of the input and output images. Details are well enhanced if the differences show a peak in the
corresponding contrast intervals. A similar weighting is used in [101] to estimate the fitness function of a genetic algorithm for contrast enhancement,
and in [102] to adapt some parameters of a contrast enhancing algorithm.
Chang et al. [103] use variance to estimate local contrast, like in [96], but
they partition the images into background, detail, and edges, as in [99].
A different approach was proposed by Starck et al. [104]. They relate the
performance of a contrast enhancement technique to the improvement in edge
extraction and image segmentation. Namely, they compare the results of edge
detection and image segmentation on the input and the output images. The
more the results are improved, the better we regard our contrast enhancing
technique.
In the field of contrast enhancement, the two measures adopted in [96]
and in [99] are two possible candidates for performance evaluation, even if
they need some adaptations to handle HDR images. Conversely, extending
the idea of Starck et al. [104] to HDR images is more complex, since it involves the computation of edges and the segmentation of the image. Basically,
dealing with HDR images it is not clear what is, and what is not a good segmentation or a good edge detection, since HDR images cannot be directly
visualised. Moreover, any visualisation technique places an emphasis on some
image component, thus altering the structure of the ideal segmented image. In
the following, we will assume that both the HDR and the LDR images range
in the interval [0, 1], although they are represented with a different precision
(e.g. the LDR image is quantised to 256 different levels).
When working with HDR images taken by standard cameras using multiple exposures, the HDR image histogram often appears as it is shown in
Figure 8.2. It presents lots of dark values and very few bright pixels. This
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Figure 8.2: Histogram of the Cathedral HDR image (see Figure 8.1).

means that most of the visually relevant information is concentrated in dark
pixels, and it has low contrast. High local contrast pixel patches lie mainly
in image areas where very bright pixels appear, since they are few, and it
is likely that they are neighboured by dark pixels. Partitioning the images
only in background and detail as in [96] would mislead measures, so that the
performance of an algorithm such as saturation (Figure 8.1(b)) would be regarded as good, because the ‘detail’ variance is high along strong edges. In
Figure 8.1(b) this happens in the window area. The detail of the inner part of
the church is not visible. Its local variance is much smaller than the variance
in the window, thus this part will be classified as background or it will have
a small influence in the computation of the detail.
The separation into three areas (background, detail, and strong edges [99])
seems more suitable for HDR images. In the Cathedral image (Figure 8.1),
strong edges are located mainly along the window, while details are in the
inner part of the church and in the window-panes. The high contrast of
strong edges can be reduced or kept unchanged by the dynamics reduction,
while the details (whose pixel values are in the lower part of the histogram)
should be increased. The bi-level partition into background and detail would
penalise such a behaviour, while segmenting into three partitions correctly
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weighs middle-contrast details, provided that we use the right thresholds.
We propose an evaluation tool that extends the measure of Ji et al. [99] to
HDR images. Local contrast is computed using spatial activity [100]. Then,
rather than partitioning the range of contrast levels into intervals, we compute
the ratio of the local contrast of the processed image and of the original HDR
image for each pixel, in order to retain the spatial information for visualisation.
While the HDR image cannot be visualised, the contrast ratio image gives an
idea of the contrast gain after the enhancement in dynamics reduction. We
used contrast ratios, rather than differences as in [99], since this measure is
independent of the bit-depth of the input and output images.
Our point-wise quality measure exploits the gain and loss in local contrast
of the processed LDR image with respect to the HDR image. We start computing the spatial activity [100] on the input and output images, as in [99].
We normalise its expression to get measurements that are of the same order,
even if they are performed on images with different dynamics. Its normalised
formulation is
x+n
Xx

C(x, y) =

y+ny

X

wx,y (p, q) ·

p=x−nx q=y−ny
x+n
Xx

Sh (p, q) + Sv (p, q)
2
(8.11)

y+ny

X

wx,y (p, q)

p=x−nx q=y−ny

where
wx,y (p, q) = αk(x,y)−(p,q)k
Sh (p, q) = |I(p, q) − I(p − 1, q)|
Sv (p, q) = |I(p, q) − I(p, q − 1)|
and (nx , ny ) is the dimension of the neighbourhood used to measure the local
contrast. The constant α ∈ [0, 1] is used to weigh the distance between pixels
in the neighbourhood. We set α = 0.35, as suggested by the authors, and
nx = ny = 1.
We extend spatial activity to measure the contrast gain of the processed
LDR image with respect to the HDR image. In order to take into account
the visibility of texture details, we weigh more middle-contrast areas that
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Figure 8.3: Raised-Gaussian weighting function used to better represent lowamplitude edges in our quality measure.

represent details. Following [103, 102], we partition the image into smooth
areas, strong edges, and details. However, while they use two thresholds, we
use a smooth (at least C 1 ) weighting function that can be thought as the
probability of a pixel of belonging to a detail area. We model this behaviour
with a raised-Gaussian function
Gµ,σ,τ (z) = (1 − τ ) · e−

(z−µ)2
2σ 2

+τ

(8.12)

where the parameter τ is the asymptotic value of the Gaussian. We set τ = 0.6
to limit the attenuation of low- and high-contrast areas. The values of µ and
σ are chosen such that the central part of the Gaussian bell, [µ − σ, µ + σ],
2
represents image detail. We set µ = t1 +t
and σ = |µ − t1 |, where t1 and
2
t2 are the extrema of the interval representing image detail. Notice that t1
and t2 are equivalent to the thresholds used by [103, 102]. They are chosen
experimentally with respect to the target images. For HDR images acquired
by multi-exposure, we found that good choices are t1 = 10−3 and t1 = 10−2
(refer to the histogram in Figure 8.2). The Gaussian Gµ,σ,τ (z) is intended to
approximate the trend of the curve presented in [99] (see Figure 8.3). The
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expression of our measure is

M (x, y) =


CLDR (x, y) + 1
− 1 · Gµ,σ,τ (CHDR (x, y))
CHDR (x, y) + 1

(8.13)

where CLDR (x, y) and CHDR (x, y) are the spatial activities of the LDR and
HDR images, respectively, computed as in Equation 8.11. For a better readLDR (x,y)+1
ing of the equation, we keep the fraction CCHDR
(x,y)+1 separate from the rest,
because it represents the gain in local contrast after processing. The constant
1 in the denominator avoids divisions by zero. We add the same amount
to the numerator to keep it of the same order as the denominator. Finally, we subtract 1 inside the bracketed expression to get M (x, y) = 0 when
CLDR (x, y) = CHDR (x, y). Notice also that M (x, y) ∈ [− 12 , 1]. This means
that the interval is unbalanced, since contrast gain lies in [0, 1], while contrast
loss lies in [− 21 , 0]. Hence, we weigh contrast gain more heavily than contrast
loss. We do this again to exploit the gain in detail areas.
The measure above can be used to qualitatively evaluate the gain and
loss of local contrast due to dynamics reduction. Obtaining a quantitative
measure that summarizes the complex information contained in our contrast
images is a hard task. At the time being, we use a simple mean of the contrast
gain, m = mean[M (x, y)]. The main drawback of this measure is that it does
not account for the spatial distribution of contrast gain/loss across the image.
We are working on a more sophisticated global measure that computes first
summary information on image blocks and then computes a global ‘score’ for
the whole image.
Experimental results using the local contrast measure are presented in
Sec. 8.5.

8.4

Experimental setup

In this section, we propose an experimental setup to evaluate tone mapping
methods by comparing enhanced test images to a well-illuminated reference
image picturing the same scene [88]. With respect to the other quality measures described in the previous sections, this method uses a reference image
that is supposed to represent the best quality the algorithm could achieve.
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image

(b) Badly illuminated
image (IB1 ).

(c) Worse illuminated
image (IB2 ).

Figure 8.4: Some test pictures used in our experiments.
The drawback is that one must arrange a setup for acquiring multiple images
of the same scene in a controlled environment.
The setup consists in tacking a number of pictures (with a LDR camera
or a high dynamics one) that contain wide under- and over-exposed areas (see
for example Fig. 8.4). The pictures can be acquired by putting the camera
in front of a window in daylight, in a room illuminated with different kind of
light. For each scene,a well-illuminated reference image, IR , and a number
badly-illuminated ones, IBi are acquired. The objective of the experiment is
enhancing the images IBi in order to obtain images IPi that are as close as
possible to IR . The underlying idea is that a good tone mapping operator
should compensate for the illumination changes all over the image, as if it were
acquired under good lighting conditions. In order to evaluate the similarity
between the image IPi and IR , the CIEDE2000 [105] color distance measure
is used to keep into account human color perception. Experimental results
are presented in the next section.

8.5

Results

In this section we use the three measures described in the previous sections
to evaluate the performance of a number of dynamics reduction algorithms.
We consider different algorithms such as quantization, saturation, logarithmic mapping, gamma correction, and histogram equalization. Moreover,
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we show the results of the algorithm described in chapter 7, which we denote
as Locally Adaptive Reduction algorithm (LAR). If I(x, y) is the input image and Iout (x, y) is the algorithm output, then the methods chosen for our
evaluation can be expressed as
Quantization


Iout (x, y) = I(x, y) · enLDR −nHDR
(8.14)
Saturation
(
Iout (x, y) =

I(x, y) I(x, y) ≤ Imax
Imax
I(x, y) > Imax

(8.15)

Logarithmic mapping



Iout (x, y) = log k · I(x, y) + 1 · Imax

(8.16)

Gamma correction


Iout (x, y) = I(x, y)γ · Imax

(8.17)

Histogram equalization
Iout (x, y) = T (I(x, y))

(8.18)

P
where T (rk ) = kj=0 p(rj ), and p(rj ) is the probability of the intensity value
rj . The output is quantized as in Equation 8.14. The exponents nLDR and
nHDR are the bit-depths for LDR and HDR images, respectively. The parameter k in Equation 8.16 is a gain factor, I(x, y) = I(x,y)
Imax is the normalized
image, and Imax = enLDR − 1. b·c denotes the approximation to the nearest
integer. The output of logarithmic mapping is saturated to Imax . This algorithm is sometimes combined with the gamma correction to obtain better
results.
Concerning the LAR method, we recall here that the illumination is estimated using an IIR edge-preserving low-pass filter, whose response is guided
by a parameter κ (see chapter 7 for details). The estimated irradiance is
gamma corrected with gain γILL (equation 7.9 with γill = γILL being a constant for still images). In our experiments, we manipulate both κ and γILL
to evaluate our measures.
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Figure 8.5: The co-occurrence matrix of the HDR image Cathedral, scaled to
a bit-depth of 10 bit/pixel. The matrix is shown in logarithmic scale. Dark
colors are associated to low values, while light colors represent high values.

The co-occurrence matrix tool
Experimental results are shown for the HDR image Cathedral [106]. The
original image has been scaled to a bit-depth of 10 bit/pixel. Its co-occurrence
matrix is shown in Figure 8.5. The width and the height of the matrix are
equal to 210 = 1024. The matrix appearance can be analyzed with reference
to the reduced dynamics images of Figure 8.6. The upper-left part of the
matrix corresponds to neighboring low-intensity pixels, such as the indoor
wall around the window. The lower-right part of the matrix corresponds to
bright pixels, where there is illumination from outside (through the window)
or from the artificial light in the center-top of the scene. The brightness of the
upper-left part of the matrix and its large extension in the direction orthogonal
to the diagonal mean that there are abrupt intensity transitions across the
wall. This is due to the shadows projected by the arch structure around the
window. In the lower-right part of the matrix the non-null elements are more
concentrated in a small area. This means that the bright parts of the scene
are uniform, save the non-null elements along the right and low sides of the
matrix that correspond to the transition between the window and the wall,
and to the transitions in the stained glass window of the cathedral.
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Figure 8.6: Low dynamics images computed from the HDR image Cathedral. Different techniques are shown. From left to right and from top to
bottom: E, G 02, G 02 10, G 02 100, G 04, G 04 10, G 04 100, L 10, L 100,
Q, LAR 005 01, LAR 005 02, LAR 05 01, LAR 05 02, S.
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Figure 8.7: Co-occurrence matrices for different dynamics reduction algorithms applied to the HDR image Cathedral, in the same order as Figure 8.6.

The results obtained for different dynamics reduction algorithms and their
matrices are shown in Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7, respectively. The corresponding feature values are shown in Table 8.1 and in Figure 8.8. The algorithms
for the dynamics reduction used in the experiments are the following: quantization (Q), saturation (S), logarithmic mapping with k = 10 (L 10) and
k = 100 (L 100), gamma correction with γ = 0.2 (G 02) and γ = 0.4 (G 04),
logarithmic mapping with k = 10 and k = 100 followed by gamma correction with γ = 0.2 and γ = 0.4 (G 02 10, G 02 100, G 04 10, G 04 100),
histogram equalization (E), LAR with κ ∈ {0.05, 0.5} and γILL ∈ {0.1, 0.2}
(LAR 005 01, LAR 005 02, LAR 05 01, LAR 05 02).
The results obtained are now discussed in detail for each feature described
in Section 8.2. In Figure 8.8, the matrix values of the original HDR image
are in the first row (method O).
The ASM shows little variation for logarithmic mapping, gamma correction, equalization, and saturation. This means that the homogeneity of the
image after the dynamics reduction is approximately the same. Conversely,
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Figure 8.8: The co-occurrence matrix feature values for the different methods.

8.5. RESULTS
method
O
E
G 02
G 02 10
G 02 100
G 04
G 04 10
G 04 100
L 10
L 100
Q
LAR 005 01
LAR 005 02
LAR 05 01
LAR 05 02
S
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ASM
0.1018
0.1019
0.1018
0.1048
0.1427
0.1018
0.1048
0.1427
0.1048
0.1427
0.3979
0.0845
0.0947
0.0465
0.0453
0.1034

Contrast
0.0055
0.0024
0.0027
0.0030
0.0043
0.0040
0.0039
0.0030
0.0098
0.0029
0.0055
0.0011
0.0019
0.0007
0.0015
0.0124

Correlation
0.87
0.97
0.96
0.97
0.95
0.94
0.97
0.98
0.94
0.99
0.87
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.97
0.90

SumAverage
0.04
0.63
0.36
0.54
0.76
0.16
0.34
0.62
0.15
0.41
0.04
0.61
0.39
0.58
0.39
0.11

Table 8.1: Co-occurrence matrix feature values obtained for the different
methods and for the image Cathedral.

the ASM is significantly greater for quantization. Indeed, the quantization
reduces linearly the number of possible grey levels from 1024 to 256, without taking into account the intensity distribution. Since in a natural image
the transitions among grey levels are usually smooth, after the quantization
areas with smooth transitions become uniform and homogeneous, causing an
increment in the ASM value. Note that the matrix obtained for ASM corresponds to a spatial quantization of the HDR co-occurrence matrix obtained
summing up the values in 4 × 4 windows. This is the reason why the ASM is
approximately 4 times bigger.
The LAR method is the only one for which the ASM decreases. This
effect is due to the local adaptivity of the algorithm: the same grey level
transition occurring in different spatial positions of the original scene can
be transformed into different transitions according to the respective spatial
neighborhood. This never happens when the dynamic reduction is based only
on pixel values (global tone mapping). The higher the local adaptivity, the
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larger the reduction of the ASM value (see the values obtained for κ = 0.5).
The part of our sample scene that needs a high local contrast representation is mainly the inner part of the window. If the value of the contrast
feature is higher than the one of the HDR image, then the algorithm has
enhanced the contrast mainly in this area. From the low dynamics images in
Figure 8.6, we observe that for the saturation and the logarithm with k = 10
the drawing in the window is very sharp and has high contrast. This behavior is captured well by the co-occurrence matrix, since the contrast value is
significantly greater than the other methods.
The contrast feature is unchanged for quantization. This means that the
local contrast is preserved in the low-dynamics image. However, the details of
the inner part of the church cannot be well distinguished, because the contrast
in this area is low in the HDR image as well.
The correlation after the dynamics reduction is equal for the quantized
image. This means that the linear dependency of neighboring pixels is kept
constant by the transformation. The linear dependency increases for the other
methods, in particular for the methods which reduce the amplitude of grey
value transitions (the extension of the non-null elements of the matrix in the
direction orthogonal to the main diagonal in Figure 8.7).
The sum average feature is very low in the HDR image, because most of
the pixels in the scene are dark, although the dynamics is high. We expect a
value close to 0.5 for images in which dark areas are well visible, as well as
bright patches. This happens, for example, for the G 02 10 method and for
some settings of the LAR method. Images with low sum average are too dark
in the inner church area (see Figure 8.6). Notice also that the sum average
value increases when the logarithmic coefficient, k, increases.
The local contrast based algorithm
In order to show the outcome of the measure based on local contrast, which has
been described in Sec. 8.3, we present some visual results of evaluating some
methods to reduce the dynamics of the HDR images Atrium and Cathedral.
Figure 8.9 shows some evaluation results for the Atrium HDR image. In
order to ease the visualization, we linearly remap the values of our measure
in the interval [0, 1]. The bright pixels correspond to high contrast gain,
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(a) Saturation.
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(b) Histogram
equalization.

(c)
Log
mapping
+
gamma.

(d)
Locallyadaptive
reduction.

Figure 8.9: Atrium HDR image. Comparison between the output of four
different methods to reduce the dynamics of HDR pictures: saturation, histogram equalization, logarithmic mapping followed by gamma correction, and
the locally-adaptive algorithm proposed by [78]. The upper row shows the resulting images, while the contrast images are in the lower row. The output
LDR images are shown together with the corresponding images computed
from our measure, re-scaled for the sake of visualization. The results for
quantization are not shown, since the contrast gain is almost null for every
pixel in the corresponding contrast image.
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(a) Atrium.

(b) Cathedral.

Figure 8.10: Bar plots of the mean contrast gain of the images in Figure 8.9
and Figure 8.11.

while dark areas correspond to contrast loss, i.e. M (x, y) < 0 (e.g. the
stainglass window in Figure 8.11(c)). The contrast images clearly show the
gain in contrast in correspondence of visually-important details. In this case,
histogram equalization perform better than the locally-adaptive method LAR.
This is due to the fact the equalized images have high contrast, even if they
may look somewhat unnatural, as the wall and the columns in the inner of
the cathedral in Figure 8.11(b). Unfortunately, our measure cannot tell if
an image looks unpleasant because it has too much contrast. Moreover, note
that histogram equalization works in general well for images in which the
bright and dark areas are somehow balanced in the image, as in this case, but
problems could be experienced otherwise.
Figure 8.10(a) shows the mean contrast gain for the contrast images in
Figure 8.9, and for the contrast image for quantization. As we expected,
the mean contrast reflects what we see in Figure 8.9, that is the value of
m has a direct relationship with the local contrast of the processed LDR
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image. This is especially evident comparing Figures 8.9(b) and 8.9(d). The
LDR image obtained by histogram equalization is more contrasted than the
one processed by the locally-adaptive method. This behavior is captured
by the contrasted images and their corresponding means (Figure 8.10(a)).
The saturation and quantization (not shown) images have low contrast, as
demonstrated by the contrast image and by the mean contrast. Conversely,
the mean as a quantitative quality measure does not match what we expect
for the logarithmic mapping and gamma correction (Figure 8.9(c)). Looking
at both the output image and the contrast image, we would say that the local
contrast is surely low. Anyway, it scores better than the locally-adaptive
method. This is due to the fact that the contrast in the upper part of the
image is highly enhanced, while in the lower part it is left unchanged. That is,
the method enhances bright areas more than dark ones. This behavior cannot
be detected by a global operator, such as the mean. Hence, an operator which
accounts for spatial distribution of the contrast gain would be preferable.
Similar considerations hold for the Cathedral image, as well (Figures 8.11,
and 8.10(b)). Here, the dynamics reduction methods evaluated mainly act
on the stainglass window, and on the arches and the columns in the wall.
Saturation and quantization do not enhance the details in the wall, while
the other algorithms do. Conversely, the contrast in the window-panes is
attenuated in all the methods, save for quantization and saturation. This
is correctly reported by the contrast images. Anyway, the contrast gain or
loss in the window is weighted too much with respect to the gain or loss in
the wall. Hence, the mean contrast of saturation is higher then that of the
locally-adaptive method. Conversely, the histogram equalization still has high
mean, due the small detail in the wall. Notice that this detail is exploited at
the expenses of realism.
The experimental setup
For evaluating the performance of the measure based on the experimental
setup we took three shots using, respectively, the bright source and the neon
light (IR , Figure 8.4(a)), the neon light only (IB1 , Figure 8.4(b)), and no
artificial lights at all (IB2 , Figure 8.4(c)). The scene is challenging, since
the window has approximately the same illumination in all the images, while
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(a) Saturation.

(b) Histogram
equalization.

(c)
Log
mapping
+
gamma.

(d)
Locallyadaptive
reduction.

Figure 8.11: Cathedral HDR image. LDR images are shown together with
the corresponding contrast images for saturation, histogram equalization, logarithmic mapping followed by gamma correction, and the locally-adaptive
algorithm [78]. Again, the results for quantization are not shown.
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(a) IB1

(b) IB2

Figure 8.12: Images obtained processing the test pictures of Fig. 8.4, using
the LAR algorithm.
the inner illumination is quite different. We expect that locally-adaptive algorithms outperform global methods, since the latter cannot use different
illumination corrections for the window and the inner side of the room. The
corresponding enhanced images are shown in Figure 8.12.
We compared three tone mapping methods: histogram equalization, gamma
correction, and the LAR algorithm. For each method, we computed the
(point-wise) CIEDE2000 color distance with respect to the reference image,
IR . We also computed the mean of the distances computed for single pixels.
The results are reported in Table 8.2, while the corresponding images are
shown in Figure 8.13. The greylevel pixel map encodes the distance between
the original and the processed images, using a ramp where dark intensities
represent low distances and bright pixels correspond to high distance values.
Notice that the range of the distance values is too wide to be visualized as it
is. Hence, we clamp low and high values to a suitable range for displaying.
In the following, we assume that our images range in [0, 1].
The figures show that all the methods perform equally well in the sky area,
since it is bright and has low contrast (i.e. no enhancement is needed). At a
first glance, the histogram equalization (Figure 8.13(a)) seems to produce the
best results since the output image is bright and well contrasted. However,
false colors are generated, mainly around the window. This color shift is captured by the distance measure, that correctly scores this method as the worst.
Moreover, the outer scene is strongly brightened up, so that many details are
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(a) Histogram equalization. The distance is equal to d = 271.0.

(b) Gamma correction (γ = 0.55). Distance: d = 97.21

(c) LAR algorithm, using our edge-preserving low-pass filter. d = 91.37

Figure 8.13: Images processed using different methods. The squared distance,
d, of the test picture in Figure 8.4(b) is also shown. Dark intensities indicate
a lower distance, thus the darker the better.
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Figure 8.14: Plot of the gamma functions that minimize the low-pass and
high-pass images. The optimal gamma for low frequencies is significantly
lower than the optimal one for high frequencies.
lost. The distance images for the other methods are similar. However, the
distance image computed for the gamma correction (Figure 8.13(b)) has a
higher contrast than our method. This means that the distance is higher
around edges. Hence, either the detail is not well exploited (in fact, it is
reduced) or artifacts are generated around edges. This effect is less visible in
the local method. This suggests that edges and details are better preserved
by methods based on intrinsic images. These observations are more evident in
the close-ups of Figure 8.13. Histogram equalization deviates completely from
the reference image, while the other methods are more robust. Moreover, the
distance image corresponding to our method is more blurred, thus the error
around edges is well distributed. This is a nice property because it means
that the details are better exploited. The gamma correction does not show
this behavior.
The measure shows that splitting the input image in its illumination and
reflectance components (algorithm LAR) worths the computational overhead
of estimating the illumination. To give some more evidence of this, in Figure 8.14 we plot the distance between IR and IPi evaluated on the illumination
and reflectance images separately. The high and low frequencies of IPi have
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method
original
histogram equalization
gamma correction
LAR

distance (IB1 )
472.0
271.0
97.21
91.37

distance (IB2 )
1112.0
403.0
233.0
197.2

Table 8.2: Distances computed between the reference image, IR , and the
output images, IB1 and IB2 , for different methods (see text).
been obtained using a gamma correction with different values of gamma. As
the figure suggests, the optimal gamma value used to correct the illumination
is significantly lower than the value used to adjust the reflectance component.
This is mainly due to the nature of our test images (refer to Figure 8.4(b)).
Basically, the algorithm tries to improve the visibility in dark zones using a
strong correction by means of a low gamma (recall that we assume that our
images range in [0, 1]). Conversely, the reflectance should be only slightly
enhanced to avoid amplifying the sensor noise. Hence, separating the illumination and reflectance components gives an additional degree of freedom in
the choice of parameters, that might yield better results with respect to the
algorithms that operate directly on the intensity values of the image.
Finally, table 8.2 shows some distance measurements, computed as the
sum of the squared CIEDE2000 distances between corresponding pixels. We
report the mean distances computed for the original image, histogram equalization, gamma correction, and the LAR method. The results clearly show
that the local method outperforms global ones. This is even more evident in
challenging situations (e.g., the image IB2 ).
Conclusions
Three different methods for evaluating the quality of the outputs of dynamics
reduction algorithms were presented and tested. The method based on the
co-occurrence matrix allows to perform a qualitative evaluation as well as a
quantitative one by means of several numerical features. The method based
on local contrast gives a quantitative evaluation in form of one numerical
value. The experimental setup requires a controlled environment to take dif-
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ferent pictures of the same scene using different illuminations. In general, the
experimental setup cannot be used with previously generated high dynamics
range images, such as the ones commonly used in the literature related to
the computer graphics field, to test the dynamics reduction algorithm performance. This limits its application in practice. The co-occurrence matrix tool
is useful for a qualitative evaluation, but it has too many parameters for an
effective quantitative comparison. The local contrast tool showed to be the
most effective measure of performance on commonly used high dynamics image datasets. Future developments could involve a measure of local contrast
which accounts for the spatial local contrast gain/loss.

Chapter 9

Conclusions

In the second part of this PhD Thesis the problem of video enhancement for
poorly or non-uniformly illuminated images and video has been considered.
The Locally Adaptive Reduction algorithm for video Sequences (LARS) has
been optimized for the video surveillance applications. In video surveillance
and as well in vehicle driving assistance, two constraints are particularly important: the computational time needs to be low in order to allow real-time
processing, and the temporal consistency should be preserved. To this aim,
two novel versions of the LARS algorithm have been studied, namely the
LARS-GFF and the LARS-NFF. Moreover, an implementation on a low cost
hardware, an FPGA, has been proposed. During the study and the experiments, we faced an additional problem: the noise that is present in the low
quality input sequences is enhanced by our algorithm, and the result is quite
annoying. A preliminary solution to tackle this problem has been proposed.
The results are promising, though more experiments need to be performed.
An open problem in the dynamics reduction literature is the performance
evaluation. Three novel methodologies have been proposed in this Thesis.
The most general is the one based on local contrast. Further developments in
this field could include:
• a measure that better accounts for the spatial distribution of local contrast across the image;
• a measure involving the Human Visual System color appearance models
[49];
• a measure for video dynamics reduction which takes into account the
temporal consistency.
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